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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Purpose 
The p\lrp;lse of this study is to investigate the relationship of the 
Christology of Hebrews1 to Hellenistic Jewish thought. Both in Hebrews 
and in the writings of Alexandrian Judaism intermediary figures play an 
important part in the relationship of Go<! to the world as creator and 
as savior. In both writings there is an agent of creation and a mediator 
of salvation. This thesis will compare and contrast the description of the 
agent of creation and the mediator' of salvation in the writings of Alexan-
drian Judaism with the Christology of Hebrews. In this way we h:::>pe to achieve 
a greater understanding of the unique character of the witness to Jesus 
Christ in Hebrews. 
It is mt easy to understand Hebrews thoroughly because of the inability 
of scholars to determine satisfactorily the historical and theological 
background of its author and readers. It is generally recognized that while 
. . 
the identity of the author of Hebrews is rx> longer ascertainable, ·mne of 
his other writings received the church's camnization.2 Bec~use of 
. . 
Hebrews, stylistic and theological uniqueness, · th~re is difficulty in 
drawing together materials for a close comparison. The precise context 
of Hebrews is mt clear. 
lwe shall use the simpler expression ''Hebrews" rather than the mre 
cumbersome "Epistle to the Hebrews." 
~'lerner Georg KUmmel, editor, Introduction to the New Testament, founded 
by Paul Feine and Johannes Behm, translated by A. J. Mattil.1, Jr. (14th 
revised edition; Nashville, Tenn.: Abingdon Press, 1966), PP• 281-282. 
-----~------ ·-· 
2 
Some scholars hold that portions, of the New Testament reflect a 
theology best understood as emanating from congregations made up of 
Christians converted from Hellenistic Judaism.3 Some scholars likewise 
hold that Hebrews clearly reflects points of contact with Alexandrian 
Judaism and that its author was probably a Hellenistic Jewish Christian.4 
The Philo scholar E. R. Goodenough surmises that· the writings of Philo 
exemplify the type of Hellenistic Judaism from which these Hellenistic 
Jewish Christians were converted.5 These generally held views that 
Alexandrian Judaism is a possible proper .context in which to attempt to 
understand Hebrews form our point of departure. If thi~ comparison of 
the Christology of Hebrews to the writings of Alexandrian Judaism 
I 
contributes any convincing and helpful · results, . the case for the validity 
of these already widely held assumptions will have been s~rengthenod all. 
the more.6 
Scope 
Therefore in our attempt to isolate an element in the background of 
Hebrews we will concentrate our interest on the works of Philo Judaeus, 
3c:r. Rudolf Bultmanm, Theology of ~ New Testament, translated by 
Kendrik Grobel (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1951, 1955), I, 63, 
and. Regi nald H. Fuller, The Foundations of ~ Testament Christology 
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1965T; pp. 62, 182-197. 
4cf. Ktfmmel, PP• 277, 282. 
5An Introduction to Philo Judaeus (2nd edition; New York: Barnes & 
Noble, Inc., 1962), P• 'Z/.--
6we do not mean to imply that there are not other factors, for 
instance the eschatologicsl expectations of the e8l'~ church, which are 
valid elements in the background of Hebrews. 
3 
for these are the major writings which survive from Alexandrian Judaism.7 
In chapter II we· shall summarize current scholarship's evidence for a 
relationship in the language and thought between Hebrews and Philo. 
Chapter III will be devoted to a discussion of Philo; after considering 
the relationship of Philo to the tradition of Alexandrian Judaism and 
summarizing the various modern interpretations of Philo, we shall discuss 
Philo 's philosophical termirology, cosmology, and soteriology. Chapter 'IV 
will then discuss the cosmological. and soteriological. functions ascribed 
to Jesus Christ in Hebrews. The concluding chapter will recapitulate our 
findings, refer briefly to other passages in the New Testament which may 
be illuminated by our findings in this study, and rote the questions for 
:further study which this investigation might prompt. 
?pertinent material in the Wisdom of Solonxm, the Letter of Aristeas, 
and the fragments of Aristebulus preserved in Eusebius will also be cited. 
Chap. III will discuss these documents · and their relations~ip to Philo. 
·----.. - --------~----- ----
CHAPTER II 
THE AFFINITIES BEl'WEEN HEBREWS 
AND ALEXANDRIAN JUDAISM 
It is indeed difficult to establish a direct literary relationship 
between two ancient docwnents or to prove that one ancient author has 
borrowed from the thought of a.mther. With rare exceptions, the evidence 
in such a task is circumstantial, subject to refutation by reference to 
other similar docwnents, and generally tenuous due to the possibility of 
some third body of material's having been since lost. In the attempt to 
understand Hebrews in its context, we have accepted as a 'WOrking hypothesis 
that the circle out of which the Christian author and the intended readers 
of Hebrews emerged was one which stood in the traditions of Alexandrian 
Judaism. This chapter will summarize the results of previous scholars' 
studies of the affinities between Hebrews and Alexandrian Judaism. 
C. Spicq offers a short survey of the history of the study of Philonism 
in Hebrews.l H. Grotius, in 1644,2 was the first scholar in the history 
of New Testament study to note the similarity between Hebrews and the 
writings of Philo. He was followed in 1750 by J. B. Carpzcv,3 and in 1752 
lL 'Epitre aux H~breux (2nd edition; Paris: Librairie Lecoffre, 1952), 
I, .39-40. He makes reference to a similar summary in H. J. Holtzmann, 
Lehrbuch der neutestamentliche Theologie (2nd edition; Fribourg-en-B., 
1911), II~29ff. 
2rn Hebr. rv, 10: "Philonem quem legisse videtur hie scriptor," as 
quoted in Spicq, I, .39. 
3sacrae Elcercitationes in §.. Pauli epistolam ad Hebraeos g Philone 
alexandrillq, (Amsterdam, 1750J.- as cited in Spicq, I, 39. 
5 
by J. J. Wettstein.4 The contention that the autoor of Hebrews knew 
Philo's writings, Spicq conMnues, received further support and elabor-ation 
in the nineteenth century, especially by such men as Grossmann,5 Bleek and 
A. Gfr8rer, 6 C. Siegfried, 7 and E. Menegez. 8 At the end of the nineteenth 
century, Spicq concludes, a close relationship of language and toought 
between Hebrews and Philo was accepted by mst conmentators as an achieved 
result of literary criticis~. 
Toward the end of the nineteenth century and in the beginning o~. the 
twentieth century this relationship was ques~ioned. Some scholars, am:>ng 
them s. Davidson,9 B. Weiss,10 B. F. Westcott,11 G. Milligan,12 and 
4Novum Testament.um GraecUJn (.Amsterdam, 1752), II, 348: "Comparantes 
scripta Philonis judaei et Epistolam ad Hebraeos deprehendimus magnam 
utrumque scriptum et rerum et verborum similitudinem. Nimirum potuit Pau1us, 
qui imperante Nerone scripsit, libros Philonis, qui sub Caio floruit, 
legisse, iisque uti ad Hebraeos, apud quos Philo in maxima tune erat 
existimatione," as quoted in Spicq, I, 39. 
5ne Philos. ,jud. sacrae vestigiis in epistola ad Hebraeos conspicuia 
(Paris, 1833), as cited in Spicq, I, 39. 
6Philo und die alexandrinische Theosophie, oder YQ.!!! Einflusse der 
jUdisch-tlgyptischen Schule auf die Lehre des Neuen Testaments (2nd edition; 
Stuttgart, 1835), I, 398-403, as cited by Spicq, I, 39. 
?Philo YQ.Q Alexandria als Ausleger des Alten Testaments (Iena: Verlag 
von Hermann Duf'ft, 1875), p. 321, where he expresses doubt, however · whether 
the author of Hebrews necessarily had read Philo; cf. pp. 321-330 p~ssim. 
8:La th6ologie de l'epit,re rn H6breux. (Paris, 1894), pp. l.97-219 as 
cited in Spicq, I, 39. ' 
9 An Introduction to the Study of the New ·Testament (2nd editio • T- do 
1882), I, 219, as cited by Spicq, I, 39. n, .u.1n n, 
lOner Brief~ die Hebrller, Kritisch-exegetischer Komment 
Neue Testament, XIII Abteilung (5th edition; G8ttingen: Vanden: Uber ~ 
Ruprecht's Verlag, 1888), 11-13. eek und 
llrhe ;§pistle to the Hebrews (Grand Rapids, Mich. • Wm B 
Publishing Company 1 1951), P• lxi. · • • Eerdmans 
12rhe Theology of ~ ID?istli ~ the Hebrews ( · 
211, as cited by Spicq, I, 39. F.dinburgh, ·1899), pp. 20J-
6 
Th. Zahn, l3 held that other elements were predominant in the origin and 
?ackground of Hebrews~ A. B. Bruce;-4 admitting that there are some 
affinities between H~brews and Philo, felt that it is possible to over-
emphasize the importance of Philonic parall.els for the proper understanding 
of Hebrews. This position of caution seems to be the consensus of 
100st of the cormnentators of the first half of the current century, as 
Spicq rotes; he offers these examples: Ed. Riggenpach,15 H. Windisch,16 
. . . 
V. Burch,17 E. F. Scott,18 E. Jacquier,19 P. J. Lebreton,20 F. Pratt,21 
13rntroduction to the New Testament, translated from the 3rd Gennan 
edition by M. W. Jacobs~ al. (3 vols.; New York: Charles Scribner's 
Sons, 1909), II, 347. 
1411Hebrews, Epistle to," ! Dictionary of the ~, edited by James 
Hastings ( 5 vols.; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1899), II, 335; cf. The Epistle 
~ the Hebrews (2nd edition; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1899), IP• 5, 25. . 
15ner Brief an die Hebrl!er, Kommentar ~ Neuen Testament, XIV (Leipzig; 
A. Deichert, 1913;, xxxvi-xxxviii. 
16ner Hebrtterbrief, Handbuch zum Neuen Testament, XIV (2nd edition; 
TUbingen: J. c. B. Mohr, 1931), 131-135. · . 
17The Epistle to the Hebrews (London: Williams & N:>rgate, 1936), pp. 16-
21, where he argues the proper background of the epistle is to be found in 
apocalyptic Judaism. 
18rhe Epistle to the Hebrews (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1922), pp. 50-
58, where he admits traceable relationships but, roting divergences at vital 
points, questions whether the Hellenistic strain of the epistle is derived 
from Alexandria. 
19Historie des livres du Neuveau Testament (8th edition; Paris, 1908), 
I, 478ff., as cited by Spicq, I, 40. 
20Histoire du dogme de la Trinite, 2 vols. (Paris: Gabriel Beau~hesne 
191J2, mte G: La Doctrine du logos chez Phil.on et· la doctrine du Fils dans 
l 'Ep'i'tre aux H{breux, I, 570-581, where, after a short systematic comparison, 
he admits similarities but concludes that there ism direct dependence of 
the Christology of Hebrews on the logos teaching of Philo. 
21ta Theologie de Saint ~ (9th edition; Paris, 1920), pp. 428-430, 
as cited by Spicq. 
7 
A. Medebielle, 22 and J. Bonsirven. 23 The rationale for this general. 
retreat to a llX>re cautious, and in some cases negative, position is 
perhaps best sununarized in the two points offered by o. Miche1. 2.4 
He suggests that the influence of Phil.o on Hebrews, accepted ear1ier, 
is row doubted because the connection of Hebrews to rabbinic material.a 
and apocalyptic llX>tifs has been de100nstrated by Fr. Delitzsc;h, E. Riehm, 
and J. Bonsirven. As a second reason he suggest~ the variance or 
theological structure between Hebrews and Philo in that Philo 's writings 
represent a metaphysical. thought system while Hebrews is a historical. 
and eachatological. message, lacking e:ny logos teaching proper. Therefore, 
Michel concludes, one can isolate individual. traditions which Philo and 
Hebrews .hold in comnon, but the attempt to assemble these isolated simi-
larit;i.es into a description of a whole formal relationship is or secondary 
significance, for "der Hellenismua Philos ist von anderer Art als der 
unserea Brief es, n25 and the issue of eschatology completel.y divides the 
22Ep1tre ~ He'°breux, La Sainte Bible, XII (Paris, 1938), Zl7-Zl8, 
as cited by Spicq, I, 40. 
')':!,~ /. ( ) 6 
'-'Epitre ~ Hebreux Paris, 194.3 , PP• 9ff ., as cited by Spicq, 
I, 40. 
24ner Brief an die Hebrl!er, Kritisch-exegetischer Kommenta.r Uber das 
Neue Testainerrr-xnr Abteilung (10th edition; G8ttingen: Vandenhoeck &-
Ruprecht, 1957~, .372-.37.3. Spicq, I, .39, cites Michel's 7th edition 1936 
p. 175, as recording a s:iJllilar opinion, but claims to have found th~t ' 
pass~ge to have been suppressed in the 8th edition, 1949, cf. pp 2.84 2.86 
The excursus dealing with the Philonism of Hebrews, which we hav; ro~d ~ 
Mi9hel 's 10th edition, appears to be lacking in his 8th edition (which 
the earliest edition avail.able to us). was 
25Ibid., P• 372 
8 
two authors. E. Kllsemann26 has advanced a significant theory according 
to which both Philo and Hebrews, independent of each other, represent a 
fusion of the late Jewish expectation of a priest-Messiah with the gmstic 
Urmensch myth. Thus he considers intertestamental (and some post-New 
Testament documents) Jewish, apocalyptic, and gmstic writings as the 
proper background against which to understand Hebrews and regards Philo 's 
works as an independent development parallel to Hebrews. As might be 
expected, the writings of the Qumran conmunity have also been suggested 
as representative of · the milieu in which Hebrews is to be understood. 'Zl 
After his extended discussion of the Philonism of Hebrews, Spicq 
concludes that the author of Hebrews had at least studied the works of 
Philo, and that it is credible , that he even knew. ~hilo personally and had 
been educated by Philo. 28 Among the JWre recent commentators, F. F. Bruce 
makes the cautious comment that "some Alexandrian association is evident 
throughout the epistle," and that the author is evidently acquainted 
with the literature of Alexandrian Judaism, especially the writings of 
Philo.29 H. w. Montefiore rotes some fundamental. differences in the 
26naa 1·ttndsrnde Gottesvolk, Forschungen fil!!: Relwion und Literatur 
des Al.ten und Neuen Testaments, Neue Folge, XXXVII G8ttingen: Vandenhoeck 
& Ruprecht, 1939), 140. 
'Zl Sidney G. Sowers, The Hermeneutics of Philo and Hebrews. Basel 
Studies of Theology, m. i:-f ZUrich: EVZ-Verlag, 1965f,° p. 65, cites Y. Yadin, 
"The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Epistle to the Hebrews," Scripta Hierosolymitana, 
4 ( Jerusalem, 1957), and H. Kosmala, Hebrl!er-Essener-Christen, Studien ~ 
Vorgeschichte der frUhchristlichen VerkUndigung (Leiden: Brill, 1959). 
28r, 88-89. 
29The , istle to the Hebrews, The New International Conunentary 2!! the 
New Testmii'ent Grand Rapids, Mich.: Wn. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1964), 
p. xxxiii. 
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thought of Hebrews and Philo, but also sees striking non-theological 
similarities.3° He concurs with those who have considered the author of 
Hebrews to be a Philonian converted to Christianity. 
Thus the problem of the matrix of the thought of Hebrews is as yet 
not completely resolved. The _ possibility of some, even a very close 
relationship betwee~ Hebrews and Alexandrian Judai~m is still present. 
Our goal in this chapter is to describe what similarities there are in 
. . . . 
r 
vocabulary, argumentation, and religious teaching and to reach a conclusion 
. . 
on the basis of the cumulative effect. 
We shall summarize the findings of scholars, organizing our sunmary 
. . 
under the three headings which include the subjects we shall compare and 
contrast: cosrology, soteriology~ and the intermediary figures. 
Parallels concerning Cosrology 
We turn first to the creation and structure of the world. There is 
considerable evidence that Philo and the author of Hebrews held very 
. . 
similar world-views. B:>th share, quite naturally, the Old Testament faith 
. . 
in God as .the creator arid cause of all, and both use phrases taken over 
("' , (\ 
from Greek philosophy to express that faith. Thus Heb. 2:10 reads: c>, ov 
' 1(-.c. L" , '.' O& tlU T~ .,,.~ v"r' A.. , applying a variation of 
the classical 1'.._ ,r~~ formula to God.S-l Aristobulus demnstrates the 
30! Corranenta;ry: Q.!! ~ Epistle ~ the Hebrews, Black's New Testament 
C'.orranentaries (London: Adam & Charles Black, 1964), PP• 7-8.-
c.,, , o' 3lcf. also Heb. 3:4, o oi 17'4-VN.. l(A.1'a.rl(£u4.r-.S lof, and l Cor. 
8:6 (where the le.' o;s is applied to Christ); Rom. 11:36; Col. 1:16-17; 
Eph. 4:6. Eduard Norden, Agmstos Theos (Leipzig: Verlag B. G. Teubner, 
1913), pp. 240-243; relates all of these passages to Stoic .fo~ae quoting 
Chryssipus in_ Stobaeus, :Eel. I, l, 26~ and _man;y other testllDOnies. 
10 
early tendency of Alexandrian Judaism to consider such formulae as 
proper descriptions of .God as creator. Making the point that the teach-
ings of Moses are to be found in Greek literature, he favorably quotes 
an Orphic poem which includes the line:32 " llS" 'i',,- &. , .. ~,... ,.,1,i.S-, 
> '"I O-u1'ou 
r, c• , 1 " 
o utro rr ... V'f'.._ 1'LA t<. 'hl.L." A s:iinilar passage can al.so be found 
in the letter of Aris teas, 16: " !, ' ;,'" , .., o ,ro, o: ""' o..c.. 'r;.. TT'ca:'"1'-
', .._ (, .. """ I \ , 
l(C!l.c.. yc.11£.TA.<..., 'l'ovrvv o...fl"o-. v'l'wv "11 iL rP-.c. "rL tto., ,cuf u11~<.~n33 
·. Philo likewise describes God as the creator, employing the language of 
philosophy. Having described the four Aristotelian -causes, he turns to 
contemplate the universe: 
We shall see that its !f,he universe'sJ cause is God, by whom 
it has come into being (-r~Y' th~v bf1 oS "1~1 o VL v ) , its 
material the four elements from which it was com!X)unded, its 
instrument the word of God through which it was ,framed (:lr111-vo~ 
&l. Atfyov 9£.o'J S'c. 1 o~ l<AT'Ur£u~rl1"'1 ), and the 
fin~ cause of the buil~ing is the goodness of the archite<?t.34 
Spicq35 asserts that the phrase in Heb. 2:10 corresponds to this Philonic 
. . 
definition of the efficient and final courses. This probably overstates 
the connection. What is significant is that .philosophical. expressions 
similar to that used in Heb. 2:10 were, in a simil.ar manner, readily 
32Fr. 4, in Eusebius, Pr. ~. XIII, 12, 5. 
r 
33This phrase is actually applied in this passage to Zeus. The author, 
however, is asserting that Zeus and Yahweh are basically the same. The sig-
nificant thing is that this termimlogy can be used to describe God. 
34cher. l'Zl. Unless otherwise roted, all tr~lations of Philo are 
from F. --n:-colson and G. H. Whitaker, editors and translators, Philo !'!Eh 
~ English Translation, The web Classical Library (10 vols.; Cambridge, 
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1949-1953). Supplements I-II translated 
by R. Marcus. 
35r, 53, rote 4. 
11 
employed by the Alexandrian tradition of Judaism to describe the personal 
God of the Old Testament as the creator. 
In describing that (heavenly) city which Abraham, Isaac and Jacob ' 
expected while they were dwelling in tents in the land of promise, 
. Hebrews describes God as its 1't.X'v,;.'"1S KA-~ bi/"'' ouf7•5, Heb. ll:10. 
b'1r-'~f1•S is a hapax legomenon in the New Testament, but is a well-
kmwn word in classical Greek philosophy and in Philo. The ,,~,ovr1:s-
is the artificer of the universe in Plato's Timaeus,36 Philo, whose 
philosophical terminology is at variol,l.S points taken from Plato's, uses 
o;r'ouryo's of God as the creator,37 in conjunction also with the verb 
'tt.Xv'-?t.J w.38 More :frequently Philo uses the verb ~,,,..,our1r.~ in con-
junction with the mun 1''-X" c.'-r1! .39 Once again we have the application 
of terms carrying connotations from Greek philosophy to God as the creator . 
by both Philo and Hebrews--in this instance in a ~sage unparalleled in the 
Scriptures.40 
Philo, especially in de Opi.i'icio Mundi, explains the creation and the· 
structure of reality in a manner roughly analogous to the Platonic pattern 
' , 
39rnunut. 30: 1'~v $"/r'"Uf_"/t;,~7'11,JI/ .,...v -ra.'X,vc.1'., t/ ; cf. Cher. 
127-128; Heres 133, 225.: Aet. 41, 43; Soec. I, 35; LA Ill, 99. 
40r.e. in th; LXX as well as in tl)e New Testament. Cf. Werne: Foerster, 
tt E>,.,r,,ouf.101.f ," TWNT, II, 61. 1'1.X,'11<~$ is applied to God only in 
Wisdom of Soloimn 13:1. 
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of the world of ideas and the pheromenal w:>rld. 41 The creation of the 
'(,, i:r,.. • .s \lo,.,,. o~ ,· the -world perceptible to the mind, is first in the 
order of God's creation; the creation of the 
world perceptible to ·the senses, follows the pattern of the KC:~,_~.s-
, 
v'o"')1'o.S". It appears quite probable that the author of Hebrews oper.ated 
with a very similar understanding of the nature and structure of the 
universe. An admittedly difficult passage, Heb. 11:3, lends itself to an 
interpretation in harm:>ny with this point: 
,., , I? ' >"'1 ( , 
"~'t'N\p'1' (. tr 6-c. 'Pov.$ ct.uuVA.5 fil"'.._.,.._ 
, ' , , 
<!r._c.vof'1v'~" 1'o (Jlur•rLvo~1'1•"•~ .. t" This passage CM be explained as 
referring to that process of creation by which ·ideal patterns ( ~~ ~" 
f(-..c. ..,.,,.,.:vw../) become embodied in material, vis~ble things ~ r,->.un,-;..u,•'1.42 
Among the words which recur in Philo in connection with this distinction 
, , , > .n , .> , between the Ko~~-~ V•"11'o.J' and the Hor/"'•:S "~rv"'1 f'tif are Aj>''-1'&1trd$-
'e , , , , Tf-.r-.o I.<.,,.,_, and fc.l(wl/- trKo-- ~Lf"'jl"'.._ The totality of the 
, , , 
Kor,-.,.5 vo-,1'0.S is the °"f )c/ -r" ff'•S , while each individual idea is a 
l+lcf. Opif. 15-16, 19, 36. 
42cf. Spicq, II, 341 and H. L. Mac Neill, The Christology of· ,the Epistle 
to the Hebrews, Historical and Linguistic Studies, second series, vol. II, 
part 4 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1914), p. 53. (HacNeill is 
firmly convinced that the author of Hebrews was an Alexandrian who employed 
the Alexandrian contrast of the roetic and the phenomenal "v.'Orlds, cf. p. 19: 
"Using this familiar Alexandrian contrast, the writer puts the stamp of 
perfection and finality upon Christianity by identifying it with the 
'intelligible' of abiding ideas and realities.") Montefiore regards the 
assumntion that Alexandrian cosroology is reflected in this verse as 
1lhazardous, n p. 188. F. F. Bruce, p. 281, feels that Heb. 11:3 reflects 
faith in a creatio ex nihilo. For Michel the expression has a theological 
(apocalyptic) and mt a metaphys~cal meaning, pp. 251-252. 
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7T'o..f~t£lfJA- whose phonomenal counterpart: in the Ko'r"r p,..trB.,,rof is 
an Elt<c.,;v,43 trK,_:.,44 or ~t.',vitv-- .45 1'~f is al.so used by Philo 
as a synonym for tbt. :.... 46 Some of these words appear · in similar contexts 
in Hebrews. Thus Heb. 10:la reads: '\ >I r--; £/w"' 
,) '\ ' 0..u11f17 V 1'-, V 
( , 
0 vo~of 
, ,, ~ 
£ (./( 0 vo.- ,Pe.., ~ 
, I 
'ff/t>-1ft1o..rw v. n <rKto. is here clearly a pejorative term, being contrasted 
with the exact image of those good things to come, of which Christ is the 
High Priest, Heb. 9:11. trKt.!is one further stage ren¥)ved from the 
, , 
in heaven than is £ c I( 14.J II'. Spicq sees in this verse a polemic against 
the belief that the Hosaic law is a perfect image of the divine order of 
the universe, as it contradicts what Philo asserts of the law while using 
Philo' s own terminology. 47 
, , ' 
43Ebr. 133: "The archet.ypaj. s~al ( tl..f f1.rt,rrQf a-q>~ .. t~S) is an 
incorporeal idea, but the copy (£,1(1.u v) which is made by the impression 
is something else- - a material something. • • • " Cf. Praem. 29. The Logos, 
however, is both imnge (trKG.:, t~ lt'_r,.,..-) in · relation to God and pattern 
( lf"~f~ ~ l'-1/'V -- ) or archetype (--f Yt.'1',.,ffo ,;' ) in relation to the r~st 
of creation, ~ III, 96; cf. Spec. I, 171. 
441A III, 99 describes those who view the creation and conclude the 
existenceoi' God as apprehending God .1'by means of a shadow cast (c:r<l. rP<c~, 
discerning the Artificer by means of his works," and 102 likewise contrasts 
lfoses, who received the clear vision of God directly from the First Cause, 
and Bezalel , who "discerns the Artificer, as it were, from a shadow (mo o-l(c~S ), from created things by virtue of a process of reasoning." 
Cf. Som. I, 206. 
45 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' " Ebr. 13i: £ rrus.., 1r. .,,-.....,ror n, ,-1. t1 ""'f~&"tc1 IN._ 1 ro S' z. fN<hJII .... fl' ffo~i, f-rro/1:. L ; c • Som. I, 206; LA III, 102, Hos. II, 74. 
This usage also. occurs in Wisdom of Solomon 9:8: 11Thou hast given corniand 
to build a temple on thy holy fuo.unte.in, and an altar in ~he city of thy 
habitation, ~ c~py (iur_,.;,- ._) _of .t~e holy ten~ which tho~ didst pr~pare 
from tho begJ.rull.11g. ,f P''f"?f'._ in this passage is a hapi:.x .1.egomenon in 
the Old Testament. ' 
460pif. 34. 
47Mos. II1 51: Spicq, I 1 75. 
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Similar terms are also employed in the distinction between the 
heavenly and the earthly sanctuaries. I3oth Philo and Hebrews attach 
great importance to Ex. 25:40: "And see that you make them after the 
pattern (LXX 'f':w 0 '1 ) for them, which is being shown you on the Jiountain." 
Both regard this passage as reflecting God's revelation of the plan of 
the heavenly sanctuary to Moses I who then gave the instructions for the 
building of the earthly sanctuary.48 Hebrews uses this distinction 
between the heavenly pattern and the earthly image in its witness to the 
superiority of Christ's priesthood, in contrasting the priesthood connected 
. -
with the heavenly sanctuary with that connected with the earthly sanctuary. 49 
Thus Heb. 8:5 argues that the high priests of the Old Testament cult 
rt < r ' ' ,J "' \ ,.., ' -rC: v. ETrovr-.v<~"'"50 But (JTf'OfJtL"'/f'C'._'r L l(~L c1'"nt.~ AA I.UOUd'"C.V 
> ' "" , , rl" <""' ... Christ, is the_ "A.('t'-'/f.w 1'wV JLVor,L~W'i a.ya.O"'u,", . Cl'A. "''i.S 
'L ' \ ,, " ) , .. I 
~L,7 •V•S' Ht1C.< 1'L,al.(O'PLf,'AS rl("7lf''"'JS° _ou 'j.Ec..fo1To«."11'o'v, 'J\,y'r 
.,, , , ,,~ " . > \ ~ 
1,.cr,,c.,1 OU 1'A.u?;5 1'"7,1 ~T(4"tiuS. • • • (Heb. 9 :11)' and . 0" 1--r Et.S" 
, 51 > ~ \ n ~ ' X I ' ' ~ ' \ (; ,., ,/_ XE.l('orrov.,r-.. i:~r"'l"vtV c.yc.t>- pc.a-'ro..S"1 Cl.V1'L"run-- "r~,/' .,._,."1 c.1/"1.J, 
) >.> ,, .. > ~ P...AA £<5 o,.u'l"•V' 'T'o" Ovr ... ..,o../ (Heb. 9:24)." Unless the author of Hebrews 
is operating with this distinction between the superior, incorporeal, and 
- . . -
heavenly on the one hand and the inferior, corporeal, and earthly on the 
~s., II; 74; LA III, 102, where Philo preserves the LXX reading 
t!t.~ t.L"Jf-S."o./ (for which Hebrews reads &u/(){'fl'f'') 1 but reads 
,,..,..{'~E,,1,,._- for the LXX 1'urro'1 (which Heb. 8:5 preserves). 
49spicq, I, 72; cf. Siegfried Schulz, "r,c,.! , 11 TWNT, VII, 401. 
5°cr. Heb. 9:Z3. 
5~he term tt,f•"" (41 'f't>f is kmwn to Alexandrian Judaism: Wisdom of 
Solonxm 14:8; M::>s. II, 51, 88, 168. 
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other hand, the point of his argument in these verses would be incompre-
hensible.52 
Parallels concerning God, Revelation, and Salvation 
There is also . a number of points of similarity and parallel expressions 
between Alexandrian Judaism and Hebrews concerning God, revelation, and 
salvation. Hebrews 11:6 states the content of faith thus: "TI't.rr~cicr-.&. 
, -. ' , "' n ,., '--' :,• ' ... Y .. t' C-1.c. To,1 -rrr Or& r~•fMS.Vov' ""'1:' vt.'1:1 o1"c.. '-0""1'1.tl ,c..... ?oc.j 
) ... ) ' , , 
E. K~"11'ou6"1.tl' IJ-tJ.,.o"' /"6io-O-.rro~or.,~ _1'- v,ni..c." Spicq calls this the 
precise conception of God in Philo: the creator who truly exists and wl'x> 
provides.53 . And, :L11deed, in Philo we find Abraham's faith describ~d: 
1
'he first grasped a firm and unswerving conception of. the truth that there 
. . . . 
is one Cause aoove all, and that i~ provides for the "WOrld and all that 
there is therein.54 
Both Philo and the author of Hebrews offer the same interpretation of 
Gen. 22:16: · "By myself I have sworn. 11 According to Heb. 6:13 this was 
) ' , £.'JJ"fc.. Kca.1' From verses 17-19 it 
52spicq, I, 73: nsi l'ancien culte est condamne comme inferieur, c'est 
que la tente m::>sa!lque est terrestre, fait a la main. Si le sacerdoce du 
Qhrist est plus grand, c'est qu'il est attache au seul temple authentique, 
celui du ceil." 
Also possibly reflecting this ~~itinction in ooth authors is their · 
comm:m predilection for '.the argument ~ minori ad maius. Such arguments are 
carefully constructed in Heb. 2:1-3; 10:28-29 °{futh contrasting the old 
and the new dispensation); and 12:9; cf. Philo: ~. 84; Spec. II, 255; 
Spicq, I, 53. 
53r, 79. 
54virt. 216. 
and Heres°92-95. 
• •• I),.,,:, 
" ------------------ --··----- - -
------
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is clear that the purpose of his swearing was to assist the faith of the 
heirs of the promise.55 Philo 's comments on this verse from Genesis are 
virtually identical in content: 11you mark that God swears not by some 
other thing, for nothing is higher than He, but by Himself, who is best 
of all things. n56 Philo then g~es on to explain that an oath is added 
·. to assist faith and all the words of God are oaths of a sort, in that 
they surely come to pass, but in an oath the certainty is even greater.57 
Implicit in Heb. 1:1-2 is a distinction between two facets of reve-
lation, the one of old through the prophets and the other in the last days 
by the Son. This tendency to categorize media of revelation is also 
evidenced in Philo, who in this way exhal.ts the status of the decalogue 
over against the other various types of prophetic oracles: 
The legislative part ~f the oracles delivered through 't'L:Jses.:J 
has two divisions, one in which the subject matter is JTOre 
general, the other consisting of the ordinances of specific 
laws. On the one hand there are the ten heads or summaries 
which we are told were not delivered through a spokesman but 
were shaped high above in the air into the form of articulate 
speech: on the other the specific ordinances of the oracles 
given through the lips of a prophet.58 
Philo asserts that the prophecies not given directly from the JIX)Uth of 
God were given through a prophet, when he was inspired (i."Qourc.f ). 
Most of the elements in his teaching of prophetic inspiration are present 
in Spec. IV, 49: 
55Sowers, P• 71. 
56r,A III, 203. 
57Ibid., 204. 
\ 
58Praem. 2; cf. Decal. 18-19, 175; Y.os. II, 188-191; also Sowers, PP• 35-
36. The point here is not that the categorizations which they made were the 
same, but that both did make some distinctions. 
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For no promuncement of a prophet is ever his own· he is an 
interpreter prompted by Another in all his uttera.:ices, when 
kmwing not what he does he is filled with inspiration ( iv Bou.,.. c.~ ) , as the reason withdraws and surrenders the 
citadel of the soul to a new visitor and tenant, the Divine 
Spirit ( -roC 6>i,,.o... rrv t.cff'4' ... "'•S' ) which plays upon the 
vocal organism and dictates words which clearly express its 
prophetic message. 
Such a view of the inspiration or. Scripture could well have been that or 
the author of Hebrews; for he, generally indifferent to the human· factor 
in the authorship of any passage he cites, regularly either :implies that 
the speaker of the words he is quo~ing is God59 or names as the speaker the 
Holy Spirit. 60 Hence both employ also an indefinite formula of citation 
, >' 
to introduce a quotation: Tro" '1'1-5 , Heb. 2:6, and r.,r, kL t/ ••• iro", 
Heb. 4:4; Ebr. 61; Plant. 90. (This likewise min:imizes the importance 
of the human author and emphasizes th~ divine origin ·of the words.) 
. . 
Philo and Hebrews apparently also operate with very similar textual. 
recensions of the Old Testament Greek text. Both ordinarily quote the 
Septuagint. 6l But there are two variant readings in which they al.so 
agree. Both quote Gen. 2:2b in the same form:62 
Gen. 2:2 LXX 
59cf. Heb. 5:12; implicit in Heb. 1:5, 6, 7, 13; 4:3; 5:5; 6:14; 
7:21; 8:5, 8; 10:38; 13:5 • 
. 60tteb. 3:7; 10:15; cf. 9:8. Cf. Sowers, pp. 75-76; both Hebrews and 
Philo put the utIOOst confidence in' the LXX text as inspired. Siegfried, pp;.,: 322._323• 
61cf. Sowers, pp. 75-76 and 75, nn. l (for literature) and 3. 
62rhat is, both Philo and Hebrews insert , 91.~ into their· t t. quo a lOn. 
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Gen. 2:2b as quoted in Heb. 4:4 and Post. 64: 
> 
E" " 1''4J ti 
Al.so, the quotation in Heb. 1.3: 5, which does mt correspond. exactly to any 
Old Testament passage, is cited in the identical form in Conf. 166: o~ ~i ,.,. 
> ~ ) ~ ) > .. , ~ 6":, 
#,.VW, ouu ou f-"1 cf'I. Efl<..rw.~,m.( .;> 
When speaking of God's intended. plan of salvation, Hebrews employs a. 
phrase (kmwn also in pagan writers) which Philo uses of God: 
> "l ~ '\ 7 64 . 
• • • Au'I' ':' L Ot't'..J. Both employ likewise the phrase 
of God or of his appointed means of salvation. Thus Heb. 5 :9 applies it 
to Christ, and Agr. 96 to the serpent referred to in Num. 21:8.65 
Philo and Hebrews both speak ~f m~'s relation ~ God in the context 
of sacrifice and the priesthood. Their thoughts run in similar directions 
also in these areas. The argument in Heb. 7:26-28 makes a point of the 
inmcence of Christ as the high priest, ~,,.of, ~.C-.K•S, >-.,-,~v1'of. 
Christ's s~le offering of himself is contrasted with those of the pther 
6.3Hebrews is here possibly quoting ·a word of the Lord, echoing the 
thought of Matt. 6:25; the passage is, however, close emugh to some Old 
Testament passages (Deut • .31:6, 8; Josh. 1:5) to be considered a variant. 
In this general regard, cf. also the recurrence of the,tech,nique of 
introducing subsequent quotations in a series with ••• x~, 1r-.~,v ••• , 
Heb. 1:5; 2:1.3; 4:5; 10:.30, in Aristobulus fr. 5, in Eusebius, Pr. Ev. XIII, 
12, 13, 14, 16., and in Philo: Heres 2, 122; Conf. 169; Som. I, 166; II, 19; 
Sob. 8; Plant. 171; and LA III, 4. 
6 ~, 4ifeb. 2:10; in Heb. 7:26 the word E.Trff:rn .. .J is also applied to Christ, 
a. suitable high priest for us; cf. Phµo: LA I, 48; Aet. 41. 
· 65cf. Spec. I 252; Virt. 202 (both of ~d); Cont •. 86 (o~ the sea in 
the Exodus account~. The use of this phrase in other writers is generally 
in a. profane rather than in a religious context., Spicq., I, 44. 
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high priests, who had to bring forth daily offerings on behalf of their 
own sins i they are weak, but he is the Son who has been made perfect 
.forever. Philo describes the logos as the high priest in a similar way.66 
One must be physically and m::>raJ.ly whole to be qualified as a priest. 67 
So also with Christ it is his personal perfection, his being witoout blemish 
and his doing the will of God, which validates his sacrifice of the new 
covenant for the total purification of sins. 68 
C. , 
The word which Philo prefers for prayer is lK-.'T'<&1...> and its 
d . . 69 . c. , erivatives. For him to.1''\r'a. is the proper cultic prayer .70 and the 
-
prayer of intercession proper to Moses, the mediator ·of ~he covenant.71 
C / ,' , 
In Hebrews 5:7, (Kt1',r(a. is employed, with O'-,trlc.S", of the intercessions 
and supplications which Jesus offered up during the d~ys of his flesh, when 
he was undergoing the perfect obedience and becoming the cause of the sal-
vation of those obedient to him, being designated by God as high · priest. 
t 
Thus (Kd.'1 /':., a hapex legomeron in the New Testament, is used in con-
nection wi~h the figure whom Hebrews ~s presenting as the perfect high priest. 
66~. 108i 115i n;._f"",'-.~1'0S'_," 118. 
67spec. I, 242-243; 80-81. 
68Heb. 9:14; 10:5-10. Spicq cal.ls this 'tune notable co!ncidence de 
r'flexion sur l'efficacitl sacrificielle, qu'on ne recentre. pas ailleurs 
dans la Bible," I, 72-73. 
69spicq, I, 45. 
70cf. Spec. I, 312. 
71Ibid., I, 41, 42i Mos. I, 125; 184, 216; II, .177,'Zl9. 
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In Heb. 13:22 the author appeals to the brethren to accept his ·A:yo, 
~ tr~ro..l(~, trt.wS"; indeed, we find hortatory sections constantly inter-
spersed throughout Hebrews.72 In some striking instances even the , 
content of' these parenetic sections has parallels in Hellenistic-Jewish 
and Philonic paraeneses. Thus Heb. 5:11-6:3 records words of censure and 
cxoortation which have throughout phrases reminiscent of the words of a 
teacher of ethics to his pupils.73 For instance, Heb. 5:13-14 contrasts the 
Vf rr, o S , who needs milk, and the 1't~u""a.r (''mature"), who takes solid 
food.74 This contrast is also found in Stoic ethics75 and in Philo: 
"l:rrc~ bL... v"1rri'od ~ ,v err, .,:.-;.... "'r·'f"l: 1"a.1£c ~ .u .. 
7Tuf,;~ rrt't,,. ... r.... 76 
The eleventh chapter of Hebrews also follows a f'orm of the Hellenistic-
Jewish homily described by Bultmarm as: "Series of' examples collected from 
72cf ~ Heb. 2:1-4; 4:14-16; '5:11-14; 6:9-12; 10:19-13:18. Also in its 
general pattern ( as well as in many particulars of form) of' a major portion 
of theological subject matter with small admonitions inserted (Heb. l:l-
10·:18) followed by a smaller section of less tightly woven together 
exhortations (Heb. 10:19-13:18), Hebrews is an example of the general scheme 
of the hellenistic-Jewish homily. Whether this scheme was krx>wn to Philo, 
however, is not krown due to the conunentary nature of · his writings; 
H. Thyen, Der Stil· der JUdisch-Hellenistischen Homilie, Forschungen ~ 
Religion und Literatur des Alten und Neuen Testaments, Neue Folge 47, 
(G8ttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1955), 89-90; for particulars cf • . 80-
100, passim. 
73cr. James Moffat~ Epistle to the Hebrews, The International Critical 
Commentary, Vol. XL (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1924), 69- 76; Spicq, 
I, 53-5 5; 53: "l 'expression d 'une penes~e qui s 'est forml'e let t&r-
airement ). une source pr,cise' identifiable' une. par,n"'ese alexandrine;" 
MacNeil, p. 28. 
74cf. l Cor. 2:6; 3:l. 
75Epictetus, Discourses, II, 16.39. 
?6.!1!;£... 9; cf.~. 19. 
'-
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history according to a particular catch-word. n77 After a formal derinition 
of faith, Heb. 11:1, 78 a series of paradigms of faith from Old Testament 
, 
history are introduced anaphorically, Jrt.o'''l''u.. • 
• • Philo, who consid-
ered biographical material as examples to be used in exhortation, 79 al.so 
includes a passage following this same form in Praem. 11 (?Oncerning hope) 80 
and offers a series of Biblic~ examples of the prophet81 arid the sojourner. 82 
Parallels concerning Intermediary Figures 
Another intriguing area of affinities between Hebrews and Alexandrian 
Judaism lies in their presentation or the intermediary figures between God 
and his world, namely: sophia, logos, the high priest, Melchizedek and 
·· 77Theology of ~ New Testament, translated by Kendrik Grobel (New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1951, 1955), I, 96; cf. Thyen, lll. In the New 
Testa~ent cf. Jude 5-7 (on judgment) and James 5:10-11 (on steadfastness). 
The use of a series of examples collected from history in exhortation is also 
found in Sirach 44-50; it is mt necessarily a Hellenistic-Jewish pheromemn. 
The arrangement of the examples according to a particular catch-word does 
appear to be a Hellenistic-Jewish form of paraenesis. 
78For a detailed discussion of" the Hellenistic background or the con-
cept of faith in Hebrews, cf. E. GrUsser, Der Glaube im Hebrtterbrier, 
Marburger Theologische Studien, ll:). 2 (Marburg: N. G. Elwert Verlag, 1965), 
pp. 95-146. 
79Post. 135; Agr. 107-113. · Cf. ~e Brehier, Les Idees Philosophigues 
et Religieuses de Philon D'Alexandrie, Etude.s de Philosophie M~di~val.e, VIII 
Ord edition; Paris: Librairie Philosophique J. Vrin, 1950), 25-29. 
80rn this passage, it must be emphasized, the similarity is one of 
form; the paradigms offered are nm- Biblical and nm-historical.. But it is 
a series of paradigms, introduced an?,phorically, highlighting a single 
virtue. Spicq, I, 76-77 notes also these further parallels of form: refer-
ence to those who oppose or lack the virtue of being described (Heb. ll ·6 
31; ~. 12), and a concluding metaphor of an athletic contest (Heb. i2~l; 
~. 13-15). 
81Heres 260-262. 
82con:r. 79-82. Cf. also Sac. 5-6; LA II, 56-59; and the similar form 
of Wisdom of Solonon 10. 
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l~oses, 83 and, in Hebrews, Jesus Christ. Most striking is the description 
of Christ in Heb. 1:2-3. 
:, , 
O..Tr11.uy-.'ru._, here applied to the Son, a hapax 
legomenon in the New Testament,, is applied to trof,:_ in Wisdom of Solomon 
7: 26, a ha.pax legomenon in the Septungint. 64 ,X 1..f"" "',,.~r, 85 likewise a 
hapruc legomenon in the New Testament, is also used by Philo to describe 
the imprint and seal of ao·d, which is the logos, which is engraved on the 
human spirit, 86 and of the world of ideas which was given form in the 
material things·. 87 Heb. 1:6 also uses 'f'~./ -rr;w'f'o'rol't ov, referring to 
Christ the Son. This, in the form -rr;w.,..'yo)lo.$, . is also an epithet of 
the logos. 88 
Heb. 1:2 also attributes to Christ the role of the agent of creation: 
".'\ '> ' , ' '"" 89 bl-> oJ KA, fdot'7r'f.V ["PC•J°J · rbu.5 _,w'IIA>. This is paralleled 
in the assertions concerning sophia-logos in the Alexandrian tradition. 
83The relationship of these last three figures named to the figure of 
the logos in Philo will be described in chap. III. 
84rhe word is also used by Philo, of the relationship of the world 
(Plant. 50) or of the ethereal breath which God breathed into the first man 
(Spec. rv 123) to God, and of the relationship of the human mind to the 
. , ) divine logos (Opif. 146, ns a synonym of~· #-1Too--rr,_,,,.,,._ •. 
85LSJ: I. 1. engraver, 2. graving tool, 3. 
iron; II. 1. mark engraved, stamp, impre~s •••• 
is cited) impress, image. 
86P1ant. 18; ~ 12. 
die, stamp, 4. branding 
6. (in which Heb. 1:3 
> ., 
870pif .~l8; .. cf. ~~m.,.II, 45~ S~~/4,,., [l)jos] Ko'r~6'1 
f.U'ovL /(Ac ,.r'-1-~ 1'.,r t.a.urou "•Yt..c• 
., 
88Agr. 51; Conf. 62-63, 146; Som. I, 215; cf• concerning trof)«d-: 
Wisdom of Solomon 9:9; Prov. 8:22. 
89This is also implied in', the ascription of the words of Ps. 102: 25-
27 ·to the Son in Heb. 1:10. 
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Rooted in the Old Testament wisdom school's teaching of the role of if O :l Tr 
in the creation (Prov. 8:22-30), the Ale.v.andrian development of this 
T • T . 
was influenced by Greek philosophy, and especially the logos teaching. 90 
< ' ' "' 91 Thus Wisdom of Solomon says of trof <~: "'1 ., .. f "#-v 'f'u'i/ .,..,y.,< r,!'. 
Philo also identifies the logos as the agent of creation: 11And the iliiage 
of God is the Word ( ~01•S ) through whom (J~' o~ )the whole universe was 
framed.92 
Heb. 1:3 says of the Son: . . This expression 
of the mediator's ir.una.nent providenti~ power also parallels what is said 
of d'of/co.. in Wisdom of Solomon 7:24: n-C:r"'IS" Y;.f 1(1. t'1~w.f K<V'71'(K.fryo~ 
.f).. r' .. $..' ' .., ' , ("" \ ' ~ J'J ,.. trocrt#-, (?C..,/(((. s. t< .. ( Xwr(c. S'1.t1... ,r--~r,.J,/ d(O... 1'A1Jv' /(11.,.V£1•r-,r-, 
e "' , .. . , , :I', , .,, ' 
and 811l 1 41.,-TZt.~U $1. -.,r~ TT"l:.fA$'o$ Effl. 1TZ.f._S £Uf&Jtr~f /<Ac 
<: ... \ , 'I("" O((H.Ku. r~ fft>.11r-.. X'f"'/rlWJ. Philo expresses similar thoughts concerning 
c.' 
the logos: '"'- rr,,, ~f)i [r; 7rAVJ fdy,--:~f 1''t l(r-.1'-.<i IC'..~ :nrf~'t 
ro~ ).. :7 'f .93 
9~hus Wisdom of Solomon 9 :1-2 })laces ~<'- and ~:..r0 s in a parallel 
construction. In Philo rofc-. and A•~•r are all but identical terms in 
the function they: have in his thought, "':rto:J being the more predominant. 
Cf. Wis. Sol. 18:15 and chap. III. 
91 , ,. - ~ :,, (') 7:21.• cf• 8:6• 9:2a: T; 0-0...a,._ tr°PCJ l(._1'-..n(~uC..trA.J A.l,t>'At.1~-.' and 
' , , -.,, T- .. ~' ' " <, , ,-., ' , 
9:9a. K~, I"'~~...;,~,>,;:., 1 LSu~ ... ~ tfl"- rou A'A.C 'trl.f'oun_, 11l aroe,~f r•" 1(,,,..-1.. 
92~. I, 81. Cf. also lm.'nut. 57; Cher. 127; Mig. 6; and Sac . c8, 
where ">-•to'S and f~/U... (cf. Heb. 11:3: K~~~?,«:r-Ou 1'1~7 ~:wvd,f l'i~ .. rt. "' 
f}to3) are both used: ~A~ "&c~ r.rro..TJ" 1'oi11 --tr,.u }'-'C1'c..V'<7rr--r--, '"Lf'lwu.,...,r J . 
(Deut. 34:5)' S",, oi k'-l ,: ~rr-s Kor~or £5'1f"t11Un1~to "•t •• L'Z:J J 
'l''i '1.~'1"'¥ ).07~ kA.~ ro -rri.-, 1..f11,.i_or_U',07 /{c..c Toll" rt,..Et.oll' 
'1~V ff£ft7t[,.,';., iV'~7wv' ,,/Js E-.c,1'o~ 
(.Pnilo also uses;,~,,- lh.•~ and ~;.,.v fiu•~ as synonyms also in ~. 137.) 
But whether Heb. 11:3 is Christological is questionable. Cf. chap. IV• 
93Som. I, 241. Cf. Plant. 8: "no material thing is so strong as to 
be able to bear .the burden (~XDo~of~~"' ) of the world ••• the ever-
lasting \'lord of the eternal God is the very sure and staunch prop (tru ... ,... ... ) of the Whole.11 • 
24 
While Heb. 1:1-3 does not actually use the word · ,\•yoS, in 4:12-13 
it does speak of the )..;-,or 1\:>~ IA.~, but without any explicit application 
of the te~ to Jesus Christ. The context of Heb. 4:12-13 is a warning 
to the readers lest they be judged unworthy to enter the sabbath rest 
(Heb~ 4:1-11), but the description of the ).:r-5 To7. Oa:0 3 in these 
verses is strikingly similar .to Philo's '>.0'10S ~,.,,'r_94 The >.010.f 
, 
1'orut115 in P~ilo is the cosmic logical principle of disc~imination and, 
distinction (analogous to the logical function of the human mind). 95 
Thus both Hebrews and Philo employ the figure of a sharp sword to describe 
this all-discriminating ~010.S' , Heb. 4:i2: 1'"/N,,.;"f''f •S ~~f ~r ... ., 
~ r- ., < ., J ~ ,,J 96 ~ .. ~,.,--~ O«.r"T'o~·"" ; Philo: r·r--f .. colf, OTU'(C.V...,,.r .. "°'! 
In Phil~ the~~,.$ is ident:i;fied. with t~e high ~riest and is the 
mediator of a personal covenant,97 or the Mosaic high priest is considered 
an image of the )..tf1 o S. 98 He is the cosmic high priest, whose interces-
sion extends to heaven: 
94cf. Sowers, pp. 67-69; Spic~, I, 51-53. · Spicq parallels~,;:,,, J 
'). .:,os l(.:a.~ 1.Vttrf s- with Philo 's Aotu, 1~v_1:_-.. 1. t~_e disseminated poi-:ers 
of the 'Ao'foS which are the source of all virtues and generators of all good, 
LA III, 150; ·opif. 43; Imnut. 71. For general parallels to this passage 
cf. also Sac. 65-66 and LA III, 171. 
. . . 
95Heres 130-132, 140, 225, 234-235; Mut. 108; Post. 159; ~. 110-lll. 
. . . 
96cher. 28, identify~ the fiery sword of Gen; 3:24 as the ).tf70.S • 
.Al.so thevocable 1)> ... X'"'\)...1. .. 7 w , a hapax legomenon in the New Testament 
(Heb. 4:13), is used similarly; in the metaphorical sense of "to subdue" 
(LSJ: "inflict hardship upon") 1 by Philo: ~. 81; Som. ~I, 134; Heres Z/4; 
Prob. 159; Cher. 78. .All things are naked before the · J.0105: Cher. 17; 
LA III, 157; cf. LA II, 53, 56, 59-60, 64; Cher. 31. 
97~. 108; Gig. 52; Som. II, 237; cf. Mos. II, 117-135, esp. 134-135. 
98Mos. II, 117-135; ~. 109-118, esp. 109-112. 
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To His Word, His chief messenger, highest in the age and hor¥>ur, 
the Father of all has given the special perogative, to stand on 
the border and separate the creature from the Creator. This same 
w·ord both pleads with the immortal as suppliant for afflicted 
llX)rtality and acts as ambassador o~ the ruler to the subject.99 
In Hebrews, of course, Jesus is the great, perfect high priest,100 who 
.intercedes in heaven.lOl 
Jesus' priesthood, llX)reove! is l(A. ,.~ -r,iv 1'..,i,v M LA ).c. ,~ .. t<.102 
In interpreting Melchizede1t103 as a typological pre-figurement of Christ, 
Hebrews offers a portrait of that mysterious figure, who is ignored by the 
other New Testament authors, which is tinted -~ Alexandrian hues: he is 
c zf i~s 'lb:; O~o:, .,-.~ ::.c.J" ~u, has received an autodidactic priesthood, and 
his name means "king of peace."l04 
' 
Spicql05 also sees Philo 's de~cription of Moses~· the mediator of the 
covenant, as king, lawgiver, priest and prophet,1°6 _ the perfect "?Y'-/Nru~l07 
of the people of God, reflected in Hebrews' presentation of Christ the king,l08 
99Heres 205· cf. 206. 
-- , 
l0011eb .• 3:1; 4:14; 5:5; 8:1. 
lOlHeb. 7:25; 9:24. 
l02Heb. 5:6, 10; 6:20; 7:17. 
103In contrast to the /lr.u,'l'c.K;,S' priesthood (Heb. 7 :11), ar¥>ther hapax· 
legonellX)n in the New Testament which is found in Philo: ~. 87, 93; Mut. 2. 
lQL.._ 
""'Heb. 7:1-2; LA III, 79, 82; ~. 99; cf. Gen. 14:18. 
l05r, 67. 
l06Mos. II, 2, 187; cf. 66. · 
l07Mos. I, 243; II, 187; Virt. 70. 
l08cr. the coronation overtones of Heb. 1;4,8 .• · 
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lawgiver, prophet,1°9 priest,110 and .>~rxit•J".lll 
The parallels described in this chapter vary in their value as evidence 
for our i:oint. Some admit to alternate explanations. But the cumulative 
effect of such evidence lends greater_p~obability t~ the uncertain items, 
that is, the demonstration of clear parallels increases the likelihood 
of the validity o~ the less convincing similarities. ~his cunrulative 
effect, in this case, may not warrant the assertion that the author of 
Hebrews was "un philonien converti au christ1anisme, ,.U.2 but it is sufficient . (.., 
for the assertion that Alexandrian Judaism is a legitimate context in which 
to study Hebrews.113 Having established this as a working hypothesis, let 
us now proceed. 
109God speaks through him, Heb. 1:2; he is the ~1r.'r'I'•~•", Heb. 3:l. 
llOHeb. 3:l; 4:14; 5:5; 8:l. 
lllHeb. 2:10; 12:2. 
112spicq, I, 91, favoJ:ably· quot~ ~n6goz, P• 198. Cf. C. Spicq, 
"Alexandrinismes dans l'Epitre aux H~breux," Revue Bibligue, LVIII (1951), 
481. 
ll3Sowers, p. 66: ''Philo 's writings still offer us the best ·single 
body ~1' religionsgeschichtlich material we have for this N. T. document." 
--·-·- -
CHAPTER III 
COSMOLOGY AND SOTmIOLOGY IN PHILO JUDAEUS 
Das einzige unter den orientalischen V8lkern, welches die 
griechisch Philosophie eigenartig llt)dificirte, um sie mit 
seinen nationalen Ueberlieferungen in Einklang zu bringen, 
sind die Juden .1 
To do this, continues the great historian of philosophy, was the goal of 
Alexandrian Jewish philosophy. The result of this process of modification 
culminated in the writings of Philo Judaeus, but Philo was not without 
his predecessors in this effort. Philo stands in a line of Alexandrian 
tradition of .Hellenized Judai~. 2 In the task of relating the God of the 
Old Testament to the abstract God of the Greek philosophers, these Alexan-
, . . 
drian Jews, whoncould not help getting the impression that /Jhe Greek 
philosophers_? had risen above the idol-worshipping and abomination-loving 
heathen;;3 found in. the Old 'l'estament some useful points of contact: the 
philosophical concept of transcendence could be linked to the holiness of 
God and the mediating powers could be linked to the angels or to the figure 
of Wisdom. in Proverbs.4 Comparatively little is known of these Alexandrian 
lEduard Zeller, Die nacharistotelische Philosophie, Die Philosophie 
der Griechen in ihrer geschichtlichen Entwicklung, dritter Theil, zweite 
Abtheilung (5th edition; Leipzig: O. R. Reisland, 1923), p. 264. 
2E. R. Goodenough, An Introduction to Philo Judaeus (2nd edition; New 
York: Barnes & Noble, Inc., 1962), p. 27, asserts that this tradition e."'<:tends 
well into the Christian era. Cf. also Nikolaus Walter, Der Thoraa.usleger 
Aristobulos, Texte ~ Untersuchungen ~ Geschichte der Al_tchr.istlichen 
Literatur, LXXXVI (Berlin: Akodemie-Verlag, 1964), pp. 41-42. 
3H. A. Wolf~on, ~ (2 vols.; Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University 
Press, 1948), I, 17. 
4zeller, p. Z72. 
--- ---·-·r .. ----- ·- ---- ~---· -· -----· ----· --·-- - ·-
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predecessors of Philo, but there are a few documents ·which offer some back-
. . 
ground for the understanding of Philo and of his points of continuity 
with and departure from his tradition. As a pref ace to our study of Philo, 
we shall now deal briefly with these documents. 
The Septuagint5 represents, by its very existence, the fact of an 
adaptation of the Old Testament to the Greek environment. Some feel that 
traces of the synthesis of Judaism and Greek thought can be found already 
in the Septuagint. 6 The main points of evidence for this view lie in the 
translations of passages in which the translator presents creation as 
-
the ordering of material already at hand, 7 avoids anthropomorphisms or 
anthropopathisms, 8 or interprets an allegory. 9 But we are overzealous if 
we claim to find a knowledge of Gr~ek philosophical ~~eas reflected in the 
translations of the Septuagint.10 
Preserved in Eusebius of Caesai·ea is Praeparatio Evangelii are fragments 
of the writings of Aristobulus.ll In these fragments this Alexandrian of 
5That the Septuagint, and certainly the Greek version of the Pentateuch, 
is to be associated with Alexandria is attested by the tradition reflected 
in the admittedly pseudepigraphical but still early Letter of Aristeas, which 
dates from the 2nd century B.C., cf. Andre Pelletier, editor, Lettre d'Aristle 
~ Philocrate, Sources Chretiennes, LXXXIX (Paris: Les Editions du Cerf, 
1962), 57-58. . 
6cf. the discussions and literature in Zeller, P• 274, and Sidney G. 
Sowers, The Hermeneutics of Philo and Hebrews, Basel Studies of Theology, 
no. 1 (Zttrich: FNZ-Verlag, 1965), pp. 15-16. 
7Gen. 1:2; Is. 45:18. 
8:EK • . 15:3; 33:14; Num. 11:11; 12:8; Deut. 33:10. 
9Prov. 2:16-17. 
10 Zeller, 277. 
llFr~ 1, Pr. Ev. VII, 14,1; fr. 21 VIII, 10, 1-17; fr. 3, XIII, 12, 1-2; 
Fr. 4, XIII, 12, 3-8; fr. 5, XIII 12, 9-16. There are scattered references 
in other church fathers. 
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the early ·second century B.C •12 is reput.ed to have explained the "scientii'ic" 
(cpvo-c.t<.:S )13 meaning of the Scriptures, especially of the anthropomorphic 
passages, and to have asserted the priority of Moses' writings over those 
of Greek philosophy. Yet he interpreted the writings of lfJOses with a 
concept of God which he found expressed in Greek writines. 
Considerably more evidence for a movement of pre-Philonic Alexandrian 
philosophical Judaism is offered by the Wisdom of Soloimn. This book, 
whose chief purpase is the defence of the Jewish belief in God through the 
use of the tools of Hellenistic learning, finds its context xrost naturally 
in the first century B.C. in Alc.xandria.14 In this document we find, for 
instance, crof,~ and >.oyo! used in similar ways,15 although trocpt.:.., which 
in 7:22-8:5 .is nearly a fully hypa;stasized figure,16 is more predominant.17 
We shall also be painting out below the similarity of the things asserted 
here about o-o.y<.'2-8 to Philo's teaching concerning ''1<:._ and ). o"y o.5 . 
The Letter of Aristeas, purparting to be from the third century B.C. 
and offering informa.tion concerning the translation of the Torah into Greek 
12cf. the discussion of the date of Aristobulus in Walter, pp. 13-26. 
13 'fcJd"c.l(:Js >.-..'/N~0:,,.,1.\/, fr. 2, Pr. Ev. VIII/ 10, 2., is a term for 
allegory which Aristobulus must have learned from Greek philosophy, perhaps 
as a direct borrowing from Stoicism, Max Heinze, Die Lehre vom ~gos in der 
griechischen Philosophie (Oldenberg: Ferdinand Schmidt, 1872f,°' p. 186:-~ 
14otto Eissfeldt, The Old Testament An Introduction, translated by 
Peter R. Ackroyd from the 3rd German edition (New York: Harper & Row 1965) 
P• 602. I I 
15wisdom of Solomon 9:1-2; compare 18:15 to 9:4,10. 
16zeller, 292. 
17other philooophical terms besides those which ~rill be dealt with . 
detail, bel?w, ~ppe~\I}g in Wisdom of Solomon include: 1'• ~ if Vf"A.. ( , ;}J ;"1) 
lJ:l; Ef, 11--rDtfov fl)..,$ 1 11:17. 
18Both concerning creation, cf. Wis. Sol. 7:22,24-26; 8:11,4; 9 2 9 and salvation, cf. 7:27; 8:13; chap. 10. : ' ; 
JO 
in Egypt, is labelled by Eissf eldt as a clear fabrication, written certainly 
not before the end of the second century B.c.19 Despite the fact that it 
is not contemporary with what it claims to describe, this is a pre-Philonic 
document. What can be gleaned from it concerning attitudes toward Scripture 
and toward Greek philosophy is of value for understanding the background 
of Philo. 
Within the writings of Philo themselves are indications that he is 
sometimes drawing on tradition~ before him--especially for allegorical 
interpretations. 20 This type of evidence also testifies that Philo, as 
one would expect, ." is dependent on predecessors in Alexandrian Judais:n.21 
Wolfson22 summarizes six areas in which pre-Philonic Alexandrian 
Judaism had made progress in its reconciliation with Greek philosophy and 
. . 
cites passages which indicate the reservations they still held as Jews: 
(1) God is incorporeal· and free of emotions, yet he is not without personal 
relationships to men (Aristeas 192--he can be prayed to); (2) God has 
established a fixed order of nature, yet he can miraculously ·change it 
l9Eissfeldt, p. 604; cf. Pelletier, PP• 57-58. 
20spec. II, 147, 159; Mut. 141; Plant. 52, 74; LA I, 59; ~ I, 10, 18; 
II, 11; ~ II, 71. 
21Items which might logically be considered as testimony to pre-Philonic 
Alexcindrian Judaism but which will not be dealt with here due to the extreme 
difficulties of date and composition involved include: Book III of the 
Sibylline Oracles (in which there are many :interpolations, Eissfeldt, p. 616), 
The Wisdom of Jesus ben Sirach (which is Palestinian in origin, ibid. P• 597), 
III Maccabees ( which cannot bo undisputably dated more specifically than 
100 B.C.-70A.D.,· ibid., p. 582), III Esdras, pseudo-Phocylides (cf. Zeller, 
pp. 291-292), and 'rf Maccabees (cf. Zeller, PP• 297-298). 
221, 26-zt. 
- r-- ·- - ----- ----
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(Wis. Sol. 11:17-20; 19:6-12, 18-22; 12:18); (3) God is providence, yet 
his providence is individual, rewarding and punishing individually (Wis. 
Sol~ 14:3-/.i.; 19:13); (4) Man is a part of nature and his actions follow 
. .. 
the la~ of cause and effect, yet God by his grace has given him freedom 
(Aristeas Z31, Z36, ~7; Wis. Sol. 1:12); (5) The soul is ·immortal, yet it 
is also destructible as a punislunent (Wis. Sol. 3 :11; 4:19); (6) The laws 
of _Moses are for virtue as are tr.e Iaws of other philosophers, yet those of 
Hoses are the best means for virtue, revealed by God and to be obeyed as 
divine ordinances (Aristeas l'Z"/, 313; Wis~ Sol. 6:18). Add to these the 
, \ , 
'!'"f/<---Aaf•S parallelism of the Wisdom of Solooon and the precursors of 
allegorical interpretation in Aristobulus and Aristeas, and we have a 
general picture of · the line of tradition in which Philo Judaeus, ca. 20 
B.C.-ca. 42 A.D., appears. 
An unusual figure and a prolific writer in the history of thought, Philo 
has been interpreted in various ways and against various backgrounds. This is 
especially true of the interpretations of .his religious thoughts, an area 
of our special interest. Therefore a brief synopsis of the major m::>dern 
interpretations may be helpful. 23 · 
The writings of Philo can be--and have been--considered the proper domain 
of historians of classical philosophy, of Judaism, and of the history of 
Z3our synopsis will detl primarily with the issues involved · in our 
two areas of interest: cosoology and soteriology. No one interested in 
the literature on Philo ca.n ignore Louis Feldman, Studies in Judaica, 
Scholarship QI! Philo and Josephus (1937-1962) (New York: Yeshiva University, 
n.d.) , · an excellent and extensive annotated bibliography. Cf. also ~he 
overview of Philo interpretation given by Roger Arnaldez, "Introduction 
Generale,n Les Oeuvres de Philon d'Alexandrie,,ed. and tr. by Roger Arnaldez, 
Jean Po.uilloux, and Claude Mond~sert (Paris: Editions du Cerf, 1961) I, 17-112. 
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religions. All recognize in Philonic thought the general phenomen::m of the 
Hellenistic Age, the syncretism of oriental and occidental thought and 
religion. But how should one J'IX)re precisely describe the relationship of 
the Greek and the Jewish elements in Philo? Various answers are offered. 
Eduard Zeller sees Philo as a religious philosopher, for whom theology 
is the central point of all wisdom, whose task was the deroonst!,ation of the 
superio~ity of the religion taught through Moses, the greatest philosopher, 
over that of the Greek philosophi~s in his environment. 24 In this task 
Philo employed two resources: the argument of the dependence of what is 
true in Greek philosophy on the Jewish revelation, and the allegorical inter-
pretation of the Scriptures. 25 In so do~, Philo betrayed his own 
philosophical presuppositions, expressed in a system . that borrows IOOst 
heavily from Stoicism and Platonism, though elements from other schools 
are not lacking from his writings. Zeller views the doctrine of God as 
the major point at which Philo had to work in relating Jewish and Greek 
thought. Philo held a view of God in relation to the world that is similar 
to that of neo-Pythagoreanism: God is eternal, perfect, and real, in con-
trast to the material world, which is perishable, imperfect, and unreal. 26 
It is not possible that such a perfect God be rel·ated to the imperfect 
world and to men. Therefore, borrowing from Stoicism (but avoiding Stoic 
pantheism), Philo described the mediating powers which are active in the 
24Pp. 390-391. 
25Ibid., PP• 393-394. 
26Ibid., P• 400. 
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world for the perfect and transcendent God.':!/ These powers man can recog-
nize, but the transcendent God cannot be known. Zeller sees this skeptical 
element tentatively resolved in a mystical s:t,rain in Philo: the one who 
gives himself up ·and who turns SMay his mind from all temporal thiligs knows 
the eternal.2s· 
Philo, according to Johannes Leisegang, was essentially a Stoic.29 
Philo dealt very little with any of the key religious concepts of the Old 
Testament, such as the··covenant or the Messiah. Instead, Philo turned to 
Stoic philosophy for a way to express the intermediaries between the spirit 
of man and ~he spirit of God; for to know God was to comprehend the meta-
physical key to reality for which Greek philosophy had searched. While there 
is some surface resemblance to Platonism, Stoicism i~ the dominant influence.30 
Philo deviated from basic Stoicism only in so far as he posited a personal 
transcendent God as the key to reality. Mystery-revelation term:i.n:>logy 
attached itself to the description of man's relationship to this transcendent 
personal God)l 
£nile Brihier emphasizes that Philo was more than a philosopher with 
a new combination of theories into a system. Philo was a religious writer, 
2'7Ibid., pp. 407-408. 
28Ibid., p.- 459, citing Som. I, 60. 
29,'Philon aus .Alexandria," Paulys Realencyclopl!die der Classischen 
.AJ.tertumswissenschaft, edited by Georg Wissowa (Neue Bearbeitung; Stuttgart: 
J.B. Metzlersche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1914), XX, 1, cols. l-50; cf. col. 39. 
30Ibid. col. 41: the logos is the reason of the world, of God, and of 
man, so God,' nature, and man are all brought together in an essential unity. 
3l Ibid., col. 42. 
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whose dominant idea is the relationship of the soul of man to God. 32 
For Philo, the soul wns completely related to God neither thrc,ugh con-
templation nor reflection, but rather through an act of hwn.ility. The souJ. 
must become less and less, withdrawing from irivolve.11ent in the mundane 
life, and thus become prepared to achieve union with God. 33 The nature 
o.f this God and the way to union with h:im is revealed, to those who can 
grasp it, through the sacred books of the Old Testament, but it is also 
the conclusion of correct philosophy.34 Revelation and reason coincide; 
revelation is rational and philosophy is nothing other than the divine 
word revealed.35 The intermediary principles and figures through which 
1nan corr.es to a relationship with the supreme being are the instru;:ients of 
revelation and at the same ti1.1e the causes and principles of being which 
philosophy has defined: the logos, the spirit.36 In his theology of 
inter:aediaries of revelation Philo was most heavily indebted to Stoicism. 
Philo represents the syncretism of his times: il1 his system of God, crea-
tion, and ecstasy, there were elements which have their orig;in in Platonism, 
,, 32r..es Ide'es philosophigues et. r eligi euses de Philon d'A;l.e~ap.5frie, 
Etudes de Philosophie 1nedieval, VIII (3rd edition; Paris: Librairie Philo-
sophique J. Vrin, 1950J, 311: 'iCes r a~rts ne font pas l'objet d'une 
t heorie philosophique a concept s limit es et definis: il~ sont l' expression 
m~e de l'experience intirne de l'auteur. Une telle experience ne trouve 
pc.s · d' analogue dans la pensee grecque." The substitution of a moral 
relations}1ip to a personal God, based on inspired ~wledge and revelation 
was a r evolutionary element in Philo over against Greek philosophy's desir~ 
for a relationship to existence of a physical or mathematical nature, 316. 
33rbid., PP• Jll-312. But the characteristic ecstasy of the later l:ly'S-
teries, in which there is a fusion of God with the human person, is lack;n~ 
in Philo • --o 
34Ibid _., P• 312. 
35Ibid., P• 312. 
36Ibid., P• 316. 
35 
Pythagoreanism, or the mysteries. But in this syncretistic system it is 
Stoicism which was the dominant and underlying in.O.uence.37 Br~hier con-
siders Philo to have been a part of an Alexandrian-Hellenistic tradition 
(whose later development can be seen in such writings as the Hermetic 
corpus) which d~sired a mystical experience of God, for which Scripture 
and philosophy alike can prepare mnn.38 
Br~hier's carefully worked out description of Philo as a religious 
writer leads us to these scholars who have considered Philo in the light 
of the history of religions. The religious (rather than the philosophical) 
side of Philo's writings is emphasized by these men. Philo is .considered 
as a representative of a circle of Alexandrian Jews who came· to understand 
their religion as a Hellenistic mystery religion. Thus Wilhelm Bousset 
describes Philo as the first mystic and ecstatic in a specifi:cally mm-· 
theistic piety.39 The foundation of this piety was a principle of the 
Greek mysteries: the opposition of spirit and matter. 40 Thus Philo used 
a characteristic Hellenistic conceptio~ of life and piety.41 Similarly 
Hans Jonas has studied Philo in connection with the gnostic elements of 
Hellenistic religion, finding in Philo the gnostic primal opposition 
37Ibid., p. 72; cf. Arnaldez, P• 73. 
38B ~h. ~1. ~ re ier, p • .:;.,+U• 
39nie Religion des Judentums im~rUthellenistischen Zeitalter, hrsg. 
von h'u:go Gressman, Handbuch zum Neuen Testament, XXI (3rd edition; Tltbingen: 
Verlag von J. C. B. Mohr, 1926), 452; cf. Arl).aldez, PP• 86-87. 
40Bousset I p. 441. 
41cf. H. Hegermann, Die Vo1'stellung !Qfil Sch8pfungsmittler im hellen:-
istischen Judentum und Urchristentum, Texte und Untersuchungen ~ Geschichte 
der altchristlichen Literatur, Bd. 82 (Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 1961), 6, 
where similar views are cited in Reitzenstein and Pascher. 
·'t 
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between God and the world and the gnostic denial of man's world-existence 
as freedom.42 
But perhaps no one has a more thoroughly worked out interpretation 
along these lines than E. R. Goodenough. 43 li.ssuming that Philo was an 
initiate of a Jewish .;iystery cult, Goode~ugh concentrates his study· on 
the allegorical writi.""lgs, where Philo's speculative and icystical nations 
are expressed. Claiming to stand in the best tradition of Philo's interpre-
tation, Goodenough explains his basic point of view: 
the basic departure of Philo from 11normativen Judaism lies in 
the fact that he took to his h eart -the pagan idea of salvation; 
that is that the spirit be realised from the flesh in order to 
return to its spiritual source in God. 44 
This adoption of the pagan concept of salvation, then, and not the use of 
the formal philosophy of the classical Greek schools/was the distinctive 
contribut ion of Philo and his circle to the synthesis of Judaism and 
Hellenism. The allegorical method of exegesis was this mystic circle's 
way of finding in the Old Test.u11ent the revelation of God as the source 
. . . 
of a great stream of Being to whom ~ _must ascend in ever-increasing 
degrees of participation. Philo 's entire life at work--the interpretation 
of the Jewish Scripture--testifies to his conviction that in the · cryptic 
stories and rites of Judaism, properly (mystically) understood, is the 
42Ibid., where :Iegermann cites Gnosis und sptttD.ntiker Geist, Il, 117 
and offers a criticism. 
43~ Light, Light (New ~aven: Yale University Press, 1935), whose sub~ 
title, The My~tic Gospel of Hellenistic Judaism, indicates at once his basic 
point of view. 
~Introduction, p. 14. 
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true mystery.45 
This type of interpretation--especially the work of Goodemugh--has 
prompted responses in two major subsequent studies of Philo: Walter V8lker's 
Fortschritt und Vollendung bei Philo YQ!'.!. Alexandrien46 and H. A. \\blfson's 
Philo.47 Each proposes his own study as an alternative explication· of the 
thought of Philo. V8lker, feeling that there is m coherent "system" in 
Philo, has attempted an examination of one of the .fundamental points, namely: 
piety. He characterizes Philo as basically a "pious Jew, n who employed, 
. . 
in some passages, the philosophical and religious vocabulary of his Greek 
environment. But he sees nothing in the pagan_ religiosity that could possi-
bly have been appeal.:i,ng to Philo the Jew and considers Philo's piety in 
relation to that of the Psalms and ·of Sirach.48 
Wolfson' s study of Philo is one part of an as yet in~omplete study of 
the history of the relationship of philosophy to religious faith. He con-
siders Philo, a philosopher in the grand manner, as the ancestor of the 
philosophers. of the Middle Ages,. for whom religion is a set of revealed 
principles which must serve as a touch~tone for reason.49 While Philo employed 
45Toid., p. 88; cf. · pp. 139-140: '1Man's salvation was the mystic approach ~ 
to :immaterial reality," and Philo attempted to deronstrate that "the true 
mystery that had been ·reveal.ed by Moses in both cryptic story and Jewish rite." 
Goodenough admits the possibility that he has overemphasized one aspect of 
Philo, Ibid., p. 19, and confesses that his own predilection for a mystical 
form of religion may have affected his studies, p. 29. 
46Texte und Untersuchungen ~ Geschichte der altchristlichen Literatur 
Bd. 49, llLeipzig: J. C. Hinrichs Verlag, 1938;,cf. pp. 194-196. ' 
47cf. esp. I, 49. 
48c:r. Arnaldez, PP• 102-103. 
49cf. ~l:fson, I, v-viii; Arnaldez, pp. 83. 
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the terminology of Greek philosophy and pagan religion, he considered the 
Scriptural books to be divine revelation and always subordinated his 
philosophy to revelation. His philosophy had these Scriptural. presup-
. . 
positions, a "preamble of faith": (1) the existence of God, (2) the unity 
of God, (3) divine providence, (4) the creation of the world, (5) the unity 
of the world, (6) the existence of incorporeal ideas, (7) the revelation 
of the Law, and (8) the eternity of the Law.50 Thus the religion of Philo 
was not that of the Greek mysteries, even though he used ~hese tenns, but 
that of the Old Testament Law. 51 
' 
Each of these interpretations of Philo has its points of validity--
precisely because Philo was a syncretistic thinker and a prolific writer. 
As we int~rpret Philo, we shall have to _ keep an open .mind to the many-
faceted nature of his thoughts. While attempting to beware of the bias 
of any secondary materials we may cite, our own understanding of Philo is 
perhaps nost in sympathy with that· of Br~hier: that for Philo philosophy 
was a sort of channel of revelation coincident with (but inferior to) Scrip-
ture, that there was a higher religious relationship than simple knowledge 
. . 
of facts, and that the intermedi~ies of this relationship with God were at 
the same time figures which mediated the crea~iv~ power of God in the world. 
While we agree that the terminology of ~ome passages is that of the mysteries 
and that Philo believed the highest relationship to God to be an e."'q)erience 
5~blfson, I, 164-165. 
. . 
5libid.~ I, 49. Wolfson understands such passages as Immut. 61-62; 
Sac. · 62, 63 as an altered way of presenting the ethical system of the Old 
Testament law. 
-
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which can be described as ''mystical," we do not think it proper to assume 
that Philo was making Judaism into a Hellenistic mystery religion or that 
he had adopted the "pagan concept of salvation. n52 
With this as introduction, let us turn to our explication of Philo's 
. . . . ~ . . . 
cosmology and soteriology. The cosroological passages, understandably 
enough, employ terminology borrowed roostly from the realm of Greek philos-
ophy, while it is in the soteriological passages53 that much of the mystery 
. •. 
and mystical terminology which he uses occurs. But these are pow two unre-
........ _ .. . 
lated topics in Philo, for some of the basic concepts in his explanation 
of the creation and structure of the world recur in his description of man's 
religious relationship to God. We shall return to this congruence in the 
conclusion of this chapter. 
Philo 's Cosmology 
"The style of Philo 1 like that of any writer, is the product of all 
that has been written before hm •. tt54 Thus the works of Philo represent a 
veritable museum of the phi:!-osophic~ ·ideas of his tme ~ And yet, "one 
cannot determine the affiliation of a philosopher by the parentage of the 
terms he uses;n rather, "it is in the.'.inner speech of thought, and the 
52Hegermann, · pp. 131 25 1 rightly criticizes the attempt to make either 
a philosopher or a mystagog out of Philo. Rather, Philo desires to teach 
the blessed joy connected with true virtue and true submission to God. 
53By this we ref er to Philo 's statements on the attainment of the 
hiihest religious relationship with God, ·whether or not the actual word 
(i~w- r'wf'"{f';. itself is found in the passage. 
54Wolfson1 I, 102. 
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latent process of reasoning behind it," that we find the philosopher.55 
Thus while the terms which Philo employs and which we are about to discuss 
have their background in Greek philosophies, hardly any of them have been 
incorporated into Philo 's teachings without some alteration in meani.ng.56 
We shall · first .discuss the: use of the nost imp:>rtant of these terms in 
Philo 's cosnology. This ')word study0 approach will help us define Philo 's 
terminology. Then we shall giv:e a synopsis of two longer sections from 
Philo 's writings which deal with cosoology. In this way we shall be able 
to present the way in which the terms which we have discussed were incor-
porated by Philo into a cosnological system. 
Philo was concerned in his cosoology to denonstrate that the transcendent, 
perfect and immaterial God was the 'ultimate cause of . the creation and preser-
vation of the Ktf,~,,5· But in as much as the transcendent One could not 
be in contact with the created world, Philo constantly explained the work 
of God in the world as being effected through intermediary figures.57. 
In his description of the creation and structure of the world, Philo used 
, 
the Old Testament, Alexandrian Judaism's o-o'?'-o. speculation, the Stoic 
doctrines of the >..:yoS and the active powers, and the Platonic concepts 
55Ibid., I, 101-102. 
56rbid., I, 111-113.: despite his use of Stoic ar_id Platonic terms, "Philo 
was thus a critic of Stoicism and a reviser of Platorusm," p. 113. 
57cf. Zeller~ pp. 407-408; Heinze, pp. 209-210; E}nj.J_ Br{hier, The Hellenistic 
and Roman Age, translated by Wade Baskin, The Histor:v of Philosophy, II / 
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press~ 1965), 169-170; and Br~hier, Idees, 
p. 175, where he emphasizes that the mediators are necessary not because of 
any limitations placed on God, but because of the inability of the creation 
to come into contact with God except through intermediaries. 
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~ I' , 
L•to.. and 
, , 8 
f:l.. K"-' v .5 Therefore we shall study Philo 's use of these words: 
, ff"' , 
(.P £. "'- ' 
.Alexandrian Judaism, standing in the tradition of the Hebrew wisdom 
school, developed furt,hor the thought reflected in Prov. 8:22-Jo.59 
, 
The Wisdom of Solom:m thus predicated the ·presence.:of the u-ocf'<"'- of God 
at the creation: ~ , < , ... ' >' NJ trocj)<-... ~ fc$u"*o._ ,;,..., ''fY- cr-ou 
' "" c• , , ~ ., 
KA.<. '!-.{' o u ,-,._, ors. l."oc tcf 1 ... r Ko'?'·~ 60 More than being just present, 
,0 ' • < , ' " " ~ 61 ' , tro1 Ca. l.S actually called "1 '/ .. f' Trtt ... v'T'w~ 1"'t.,..V'-1'&.J, Who 1',._ ,r..._"1'-
'tr1--7 6> r L,.,,, S"". 6~ Philosophical ideas al.so contribute to the description 
of the ilnmanence of 
. , 
in the universe, as t:rof<11- has a spirit which is: 
Tr...,. e' ., 'r-"' , V - ' 11,lll.Vo ·OQ~V'-.,-ov, TrAVf.lr(tr#'(oTrOV 1(,-.c ct(A Trt>.V''f'"1JV "t..Jf'G~" lf"Vl_c,J"'-.f'"4>1/ 
Vo•i'~.., __ Ko..fJo..pi:,.., .\ a1T'i'c;,-rv..'1'w'<f.. ~. ~,{lft< ..r~ ka.'.. X~t ,.-;_ &c.~ rr.: 1''1' w 't/ • 63 
58cf. Zeller, pp. 408-409; Philo's system reflects a combining of 
Stoic· pantheism with Aristotelian theism, a combining which Zeller asserts 
had taken place al.ready before Philo. 
61wis. Sol. 7:21; cf. 8:6. 
62wis. Sol. 8:5 
63wis. Sol. 7:23b-24; cf. 8:l; 1:7. 
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Such terms as ~,fKu" were used of the )C:,o.S in Stoicism. 64 Thus in 
Wisdom of ~lomon things are predicated of cr~,p[,.. which are dravm both from 
the biblical tradition and from· .. the Greek philosophical vocabulary. 65 
Philo has preserved this tradition, ascribing the agency of creation 
calling o-of{o. Bethuel, which is the daughter of God (Fug. 50), the highest 
of the powers of God (LA II, 86; [Bg. 5), and the bringer of perfect joy 
, 
and happiness (~. 92). But in Philo ~f,,.. is eclipsed--practically 
replaced--by the figure of the _')v:105. 66 Already in the Wisdom of SoloIIX>n 
trot!((.. and >..:toS are used in parallel constru_cti<;ms: :, Troc.irAS ~ 
;I ~ i , ' ;I ;) I 67 
7T"a,..t1f'o.,.. .:, V I\ O 1":! O"OU KA C. 1'1J O"'of ( 4t era tJ K A1'0. 0-1(1, U ~trDS' 0. V I') f W 1("'0 'I/ ' 
. . 
and the terminology, as we have seen, of the· Stoic >..:10.S is applied to 
trt1J?<-' ()...• With this as predecent, Philo, while not ignoring the figure of 
, 
trol(,o. completely, has made use of further philosophical language for his 
. _description of the mediating figures in the creation, especially of the 
>..:10s-. 
64cf. Marc. Aurelius, V. 32; Stobaeus, Eel. I, 324;. as cited in He .... inze, 
p. 85, cf. note l. God or the Ao'yo.S can also be referred to as a TT'vtu~o.. 
in Stoicism, Heinze, pp. 92-93. The term .6coU<£t..~ appears, being placed 
in the nnuth of a philosopher, MenedeIIX>s of ~retris, · applied to TTf.:'~o,.._ , 
in Letter of Aristeas 201. 
, 
65cf. also Heinze's discussion of ·the naming of o-0 4P<o... as the source 
of all light in Aristobulus, fr. 5 in Pr. Ev. XIII, 12, 10, pp. 190-191. 
He sees creation overtones in this figure. 
66cf. Rudolf Bultmann, Das Evangelium des Johannes, Kritisch-exegetischer 
Kommentar Uber das Neue Testament, 2. Abt. (18th edition; CWttingen: Vandenhoeck 
& Ruprecht, 196'iJ:° p. 9, note l; \'.blfson, I, 258, where he gives his own categor-
ization of the identical meanings both. terms can have. 
67.,9 :lb-2a· cf. 18:15, where the Angel of Death is described as: J 
7T<1 ... "'1'.o§uv~tff 
1
n,u 'J..o*'fOS° j ,n...V'l'o~rfV"'f'"0-1 is also an epithet Of the 
spirit of tro'f<'i... in 7:23; cf. also 16:12. 
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Ao1 o s-
In his ~;,~~-teaching Philo was thus expanding Scriptural traditions68 
and those of Alexandrian Judaism e.s reflected in the Wisdom of Solomon. 
But in so doing, he has followed the precedent. renected in the Wisdom of 
Solon:on for using non-Biblical philosophical concepts in his teaching, for 
h~s A~o~ -t~aching is clearly patterned after that of Stoicism, with 
some necessary alterations.69 
Stoicism is rational and material • . The Stoic god is the ~D)'o.1, a 
material principle which penetrates or dwells in everything (thus making 
Stoicism optimistic and pa.'tetheistic). The J(/;r~<; is a perfect harmony. 
, : . 
The Aoto1 is the moving powe! and guide of all thin.gs, and f~ws" out intc, 
all individual beings; above all it is the soul of rational beings. 70 
,,,,. . 
Brehier swnmarizes lucidly: 
His /J:he Stoic u:igos ', God 'Upower penetrates everything, 
and his providence overlooks not even the slightest detail. 
His relation to man a.11d to the universe appears in a new light; 
he is no longer a solitary stranger in the world _which he 
attracts through his beauty but the operator o.f the world for 
which he has conceived a plan. The virtue of the sage is neither 
the ass:L"llilation to God that Plato envisioned nor the s:L"'llple 
civic and political virtue depicted by Aristotle; it is rat her 
his acceptance of the divine work and collaboration in this 
work through his lmowledge of it.71 
68cr. Zeller, -PP• 431-432, who mentions the Old Testament concepts of 
the Word of God and the Spirit of God, in addition to Wisdom. Any attempts 
to link Philo•s AoyoJ-teaching to the memrah of later Judaism are highly 
questiq_nable~ Cf. Goodenough, Introduction, P• 76, where he offers further 
bibliography. 
69cf. Heinze, pp. 237-239. 
70cf. Wolfson I, 327-328; Zeller, p. 4JJ; Heinze, PP• 81, 83-86, 99-100, 
145. l{ax Pohlenz, Die Stoa (G8ttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1948), I, 64-69; 
II, 37-39. 
71Hellenistic and Roman Age, P• 35. ·' 
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Thus in Stoicism the three parts of philosophy (logic, physic, and ethics) 
are inseparably linked together, 
since one and the same reason connects consequent propositions 
to antecedent propositions in the dialectic, links together all 
causes in nature, and establishes perfect agreement between acts 
in the realm of conduct.72 
I The >..:t.5 of Philo lik~se is the rational principle. in t~e universe, 
directing and. administering all th~s.73 But in adopting this aspect of 
tne ~0105 teaching from Stoicism Philo necessarily74 eliminated the materi-
alism and the panentheism of Stoicism. Therefore Philo 's ;...:...,.$ is 
' / 
separated from the material .of th~ created l(o'r/"'0 5; 'A:-yo.5 is the term 
for the totality of immaterial reality, and is a pattern which God stamps 
upon the m~terial creation (but which has ro physical intermingling w_ith 
the material). 75 Philo, s )..,:_,.s is not God himself, but exi~ts in some 
degree separate from the transcendent God. 76 
72Ibid., p. 37. 
73 "'I , ' C"' ... Mos. II, 1.33; cf. Mos. II, 127: Pou eruV'~'l,o v-r-0 5 1(14.t.. cHO<.IC'Dc...v1"oJ" 
1'~ o-~g-u~..rr.:a.. rl> >..o 1 t?. o '\/ • Heinze, p. 232: this indicates that , 
Philp applies the distinction of )..;,.,s 'tvcfc~~Tk\1' and ).tfyof 7T,"0 c/J0 f<l('o,f, 
which he makes explicitly concerning the mind of man, also to the divine 'Ao1a.r , 
Sac. 40. This also is the thought intended when the >. o 7ef is called 
Kvfitf"~""fS" (Cher. 36; Mig. 6), t!:'z'J1MtfS" (~. 112), ?bf*t,,'.)"(Heres 130), and 
the charioteer of the powers (Fug. lOI). 
·_74Because of his.· Jewish belief arid in keeping with Platonism and neo-
Pythagoreanism, Zeller, p. 4.33. · 
, 
75opif • 24, 25, 36. Thus the A-("5 is the )(,rA.KT1f, stamped on the 
creation by God, cf. Som. II, 45. 
76 
Cf. Heres 206; Opif. 20-2.3; Fug. 1oi, where the AP(o.S' is the charioteer 
and God is the one seated in the chariot, giving directions. Cf. Goodenough, 
Introduction, p. 109. 
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The 'A.~1os is not the immanent God of Stoicism and is also not to be. 
identified with the transcendent God himself; it exists only relative to 
the transcendent. T9 ask whether the ,1.°1 ... s is an attribute of the trans-
cendent God extended into the creation or a separate, intermediate, created 
personal being is to }X)Se in modern terms the. basic question which Philo 
was attempting to resolve: precisely how is the transcendent God related 
to the created universe.?? We offer here a summary of the interpretations 
of Wolfson and of Goodenough for a description of this relationship of Philo' s 
AP 1oS to God that attempts to talce all of the various passages into con-
sideration. 
Wolf son categ~rizes Philo' s references to the >,;705 figure into three 
"stagesn in the "career" of the ~~70S". First, the· A:yof· existed ·as a 
property of God in the mind of God and contained :OOth the ideas (l$s..'._ ) 
of all that was subsequently to come into being and the }X)wers ( £C:v .... ~,s) 
by which each of them did come into being. But nothing as yet had been pro-
jected into existence outside the mind of God. 78 At this ix>int the A:yo5 
is the mind of God, at one with his essence. 79 But through an act of creation 
the )..C:7os- was given a separate existence as a created being, as the mind 
created by God to encase the totaiity of the created ideas. 80 · When the visible 
world was created through these }X)Wers and according to these patterns (the 
77cf. Zeller, P• 429. 
78~blfson, I, 231. 
79cr. Zeller, p. 423; as 
might be concluded, cf. LA I, 
. 
an example of the type of passage from which this 
63-65. 
80rhe "second stage," Wolfson, I, 231-23~. This explains the many pas-
sages in which God is causally prior to the 'At>7"5: Sorn. I, 65, 117; or in 
which the 'At1os· is created: LA III, 175; Det. 118. 
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totality of both of which is called the ;..:yoS) 1 the AoyoS also became 
inunanent in the world as the cause of the immutable laws of nature. 81 This 
interpretat.ion is o~ value in assisting us to categorize the passages in 
Philo deoling with the >..:,os and his relationship to God, but can hardly 
claim to represent the actual structuring of Philo's own thought. 
Goodenough' s diagram of the relationships between God, the A: "l°S and 
the :i;x>wers, while also somewhat theoretical, has the advantage of appearing 
more congruous to the general thought-world of Philo 's time. He explains 
that Philo describes God as related to the world through a 11Stream of radia-
tion," for which Philo's favorite swnmary term is the >..:10S : 11The Logos 
is now the reason of God and mw the projected reason; it is the Law of 
Nature, and, for mystic purposes, the ultimate reality given an initiate;~2 
But the activity of God in the world is of such diverse nature that this 
stream of radiation .is divided by Philo into basic differentiations within 
the Atf70S: the creative :i;x>wer, the ruling power, mercy, justice, and 
(both natural and Mosaic) law.83 This description at least tries to say 
8l}'he 11third stage," ibid., I, 32:7, 332. Namely, in the law: of opposiJes 
(1'op,c,t.c,.:r), Heres 130, 133-148, 2.36; of the harnx:>ny of the opposites (~ir;,uo.S'), 
Fug. 112; Immut. 35; Heres 188; Mos. II, 133; Cher. 36;)/ii~. 6; Plant. 9; and 
of the perpetuity of the species ( >.:-,oc. O"Th.f fU"":rc.r.•c. 1 g§_ ~8; Heres 
119: Opj.f. 43. Wolfson sees Philo distinguishing between the second and the 
third "stages" of the existence of the A:,.s in Mos •. II, l'Z7; cf. Sac. 40; 
~., I, 331. 
82Introduction, p. 104. 
83Ibid. Justification for this type of description comes largely from the 
passages in which Philo employs the imagery of light, _such as Som. I, 35; 
cf. LA II, 21 • .. 
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m more than what Philo himself said. 
Philo presents the ~:toS as the agent of creation, the mediator between 
the Ultimate cause and his creation. Thus he says: n >..C:to.5 ~' :_,..,.: v 
~-'rr,-oS ~S1/A'" •uf1rirt!!J.u8L~ And, 
having described the four Aristotelian causes, Philo says: 
I t;' de OU 
• 
u85 
An 
, , 
d in describing the created world as the 11.K<.vl/ of God, Philo again places 
the Atft•'S between God and the visible creation. Thus in commenting on Gen. 1: 
26, the creation of man. in the image of God, he says: 
Let no one represent the likeness as one to a bodily form; for 
neither is God in hwnan form, nor is the human body God-like. 
No, it is in respect of t he Mind ( '{wi/) ,, the sovereign element 
of the soul, that the wor d 11iinage" ( f~ Kw") is used; for after 
the pattern of a single ¥J.ind,· even the Yrl.nd of the Universe as 
the archetype, the mind of each of those who successively came 
into being was mulded ( Opif. 69). 
Commenting on the same passage in Opif. 25, Philo identifies that divine 
> , 
f.<Kw'I/ as the A:10$ and concludes that the entire creation is created 
according to it: 
Now if the part /itai/ is an image of an image, it is manifest 
that the whole is so too, and if the whole creation, this entire 
world perceived by our senses (seeing that it is greater than , 
B.J."'1.y human image) is a copy of the Divine image .(jW_'~i/A'._ t9z..<~ 
f.l.Htf vo S- ) , it is manifest that the archetypal seal (trdffA"'f'-S") 
also, which we aver to b~6 the world descried by the mind, would be the very hbrd of God. · 
84spec • . I, 81. Cf. Sac. 8. 
85cher. 127. Cf. LA III, 96, Mig. 6. 
86Neither Colson and Whitaker mr Arnaldez translate the following 
additional words here ascribed to the ~oS' , which are placed in brackets 
in Cohn's Greek text: ro ,rg...f~Stc.7,--..., ..,~crurrof "'ur,.._ 'P~'I ~4'££.,i: · 
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Likewise the description of the >..:1.s as the Tt1T'o5 of the totality 
of the ~corporeal existence is an indication of Philo' s unwillingness 
to say anything .of God that may tend to describe the Transcendent as 
limited. 8? In this context too the A:7•1 is the bridge between the infin-
ite and the finite. The incor:poreal world of ideas, the I( :,,-,s vo-,-,.. S", 
is also identified .as the >..: y.$ , as a middle stage of the creation, between 
God ., ' ,, <' ,, ~ ' and the material world: n ov$ 'L'I/ o...J ~Tt.r•v f:<TT'O( 7'0V V°"') Tw'I/ 
" , '>' )' () -. \ , ,, $. " 
"f\Otr'~oV' tc. VA.(. ~ Zov ""t•'II "1 ..., l{orroTT•~Vl't:>Sit (0}2if • 24) • 
The instrumentality of the '>..:yoS is also implicit in the description 
of it as a x~eA.t<'l'fr (which can mean either an instrument used for impressing 
or engraving a pattern or the pattern left impressed or engraved by such an 
" f) " ? e .. ., <: instrument), as Philo says: tt rrcfro..rt', ~oc.) I "'Is d x~ro..l'<",( trf\t..'1 • 
> 'r , , 
()..(Oc.oS >.•yo$ .88 Lastly, the 'A:y:S is not only the 1'otrof of the totality 
of the ideas, but also of the :powers by which the universe was made: 
:> ' (TTt.<. 
:,, r, r- , l ,., , 
"l:<7 f''6.)V dUi,~~C#,,,JV a.~'f'oU '/'D~J 
< " 
""J l(o?-1ToL"1?',c; • • (0}2if. 20-21) • 
Philo has also adapted the Stoic doctrine of the active causes to describe 
the activity of the transcendent God in the universe .• 89 Tied closely to 
87opif. 20; Som. I, 62. In Som I, 6.3 and Fug. 75 Philo says God can 
be called -rtt'rre1f , if it is emphasized that while containing all he is not 
contained or limited himself. 
, 
88Plant. 18; cf. Opif. 18, 151. The ~.:r~f is a <nff---f'-S' : Fug. 12; 
Opif. 25; Som. II, 45. 
89cf. Zeller, p. 408; Heinze, p. 244. 
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the ~:10S ,90 the bvl/~tt-1 are extensions of God's creative and sustain-
ing (ruling) activity into the world. 9l The . b uv.:/N i ,5 therefore also are 
not identical with the transcendent God, but are :immanent aspects of his 
power. They are mediators in the creatjon of the world: 
For when out of that confused matter God produced all things, 
He did not do so with His own handiwork, since His nature, 
happy and blessed as it was, forbade that He . should touch the 
limitless chaotic matter. Instead He made full use of His 
incorporeal potencies (,-.-..tr ""o-w,-uoCi--.c..f tiuv+~r~l/) well 
denoted by their name of Fo1ms ('1,J",;411.., ) to enable each kind 
to take its appropriate shape.92 
In this passage the 
, ,,.. , 
are also called c.~ 1. ._ c. • In some places 
Philo describes the ~vv.:/N it..$' as the forces inherent within the idea-
patterns through which the idea is realized into particular creatjons. 93 
In t~is descriptjon is a reflectjon of the Platonic teaching that the ideas 
which have £u"._"t'-uJ'. 94 Therefore let us turn to this term. 
90The ).070$ is the chief or the· sununatjon of the £uv~~u.5 ,QE II, 
68: "And from the divine logos, as from a spring, there divide and break 
forth two powers." Cf. Cher. 27-28; ~. 94-95; Som. I, 62; and Wolfson, , I, 
226-227; Zeller, pp. 418-419. . 
9lPost. 14: "For fthe Cause of aly' has .. .'placed all creatjon under His 
control:-a,nd is contained by nothing, but transcends · all. : But through trans-
cending and being beyond what He has made, r..one the less has He filled the 
universe with Himself·, for He has caused His powers to extend themselves , 
C" ' ' ,. <,~ ~,. <throughout the Univers1 to its ut1r.ost bounds.,.. ( o<.d-. "'f"r TIWV o eu,, ,...,,,., 
~O-e,f)o~ <)uV~'i.,f ~rL 1Tirt..1'1uv r2e. v~s ) • Cf. Conf. 136; Sac. 59; 
Abr. 121-122; © IV, 2. 
92snec. I, 39; cf. Opif. 21 (Kor~Troe"71'i..K-f" ); Conf. 172. 
· 93In addition to Spec. I, 329, quoted above, cf. Spec. I, 46-48; ~. 
51; and Zeller, pp. 409, 432; Wolfson, I, 222-223. 
94Phaedo 95E; Sophist 247D-E; cf. Wolfson I, 217-218. This may also 
reflect the concept of potentiality as in Aristotle. 
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Philo 's explanation of the structure of the universe ~so employs some 
. , , , , 
Platonic terminology--specifically the concepts 1.tft.-. and u. l'(<.u~. Philo 
) ,:- ,. 
adopts the. Platonic doctrine that reality is in a world of i.d L~< , of t-1hich 
material manifestations are t.: l(~v 15', but he emphasizes that the transcendent 
God alone is eternal, uncreated, and the Cause of all and is neither the 
totality of the ~$1.~, nor one of them. 95 Thus on the first day of creation 
God created the entire world of ideas, 96 as Philo says: 
H~ first f~lly formed the intelligible world ( K;r-,-o'II',., 
1'0-/ Vo"11l0 V ) , in order that he might have the use of a pattern 
wholly· God-like and ~~corporeal in producing the material world, . 
as a later creation. 
, ,. , , i .. . 
This Ko<rr"S vo"1f'o"J" is the i.,t.Ki,u-l of God, who is the pattern and archetype 
of all that he has created. 98 .And, at the same t~e, the ~$,:_c. are the 
patterns of which the material creations are t~1<0 'v L.!'. 99 Thus the Ko'r,,-f 
95contrary to Plato, who regards the ~,.::._, as eterljal,, ungenerated, 
Timaeus 28A-29D, 39E, 52A, 55A. When Philo calls the ,02..«.c n~(.!:cas,n 
Dec. 134; Mut. 122-123, this must be understood to mean, in the light of 
other pa3sages, neverlasting," but not ttuncreated;n cf. Wolfson1 I, 208. lor the idea~ are created, and God is above them, even above A. ... 'f'~ 'f"• 
At._6>~v K..2. ~ro ,,a; 1<.J..r:v , Opif. 23; LA 1-3; Virt. 65; vs. Plato, 
Republic II, 379B-C. Cf. Zeller, p. 411; Wolfson I, 201. 
J 96.rhe l(:(T"~Y vo,.,rof , which is his term for the totality of the 
<.S"z.'a..~ , cf. Opif. 4; Som. I, 186; Conf. 172; Mos. II, 127; Gig. 61. 
97opif. 16; cf. 13, 19, 26-28; Vi rt. 214; LA I, 23, 24, 65; qJ IV, 1. 
98opif. 25; ~. 50; Ebr. 132-133; LA I, 33, 42, 53; III, 96; Som. 
II, 45; Det. 87; Spec. I, 2:19; !!rn 230-231. 
99opif. 146; :·Ebr. 132, 134. 
--·- -- ---
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is .another intermediate creation between the transcendent God 
and the material world • 
.> , 
The lf t.1e., are not always mere patterns but also are connected with ;,the 
powers;1°0 t~ey are therefore also closely connected tc the \0'10.S , who is 
d .>e' Jt""' 101 escribed as the archetypal t.vt.,,. or the totality of all the , , 2-11t.., • 
Thus., as we have already noted., the >.:70S 
.J , 
is also the t.<l('4Jtl of God and at 
the same time the pattern of which the entire created world. is the ,:l\''41~.102 
The mediating function of ,$z."A-., as aJ.:30 of crocf<~ and $tl.,,...,._cs, is 
associated with the figure of the A :10S . 
As a sununary of Philo's cosmology we now offer a series of selected 
passages from his major cosmological treatise., the De Opificio Mundi, plus 
a few pertinent passages from~-~ divinarum Heres. Philo opens 
De Onificio Mundi .by noting that Moses has begun his giving of the law with 
an account of the cr.eation of the world., 
:implying that the world is in harm:my with ·:.the Law., and the 
Law with the world., and that the man who observes the law is 
constituted thereby as a loyal citizen of the ·world.103 
He then castigates, for the most_ part in Aristot~lian terms, those. who 
believe the world to be eternal and God to be inactive., and he praises Moses 
lOOcf. supra pp. 48-49; Zeller, P• 4?9· 
lOlQ.G I, 4; Mig. 103; Opif. 25; Spec. III, 207; cf. Opif. 24; Sac. 83; 
§2.m. II, 45. In this viblfson, I, 2:32, 246, cf. 226-227, sees a reflection 
of the principle from Aristotle tha.t which thinks and· that which is thought 
are identical when the knowledge is actual., de Anima., III., 7., ·431A, 1-2. 
102<)pif. 25; cf. Zeller, P• 425° 
/ 
103opif. 3. The /4rp,qf' as a ueJ.,f is a Stoic idea, cf. Epictetus, 
Discourses, III., 19, 53; §_. v. F. I, par. 262. 
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for having seen 
that the universal must consist of two parts, one part active 
Cause and the other passive object; and that the active Cause 
is the perfectly pure and unsullied Mind ( V" 'J .5 ) .of the 
universe.104 
Altl;lough the accou.;.t describes the coming into being of all over a 
period of six days, 
we must think of God as doing all things simultaneously, remem-
bering that "all" includes with· the commands that He issues the 
thought behind them. Six days are mentioned because for the 
things coming into existence there was need of order.105 _ 
Philo then proceeds with this discussion of the day called "one," not the 
".first," lest it should be reckoned like the others. Its predominant 
element was the 
For God, being God, assumed that a beautiful copy would never be 
produced apart from a beautiful pattern, and that ?X> object of 
perception would be faultless which was not made in the likeness 
of an original discerned only by the intellect. So when he willed 
to create this visible world He first fully formed the intelligible 
world., in order that He might have the use of a pattern wholly 
God-like and incorporeal in producing the material world., as a 
later creation, the very image of an earlier, to embrace in itself 
objects of perception of as many kinds as the other contained 
objects of intelligence.106 · 
.. 
Thus here Philo is reproducing the terminology of the Platonic107 cosllX)logy 
except to make it clear that the world of ideas is not eternal., but is a 
creation., the first in order of the creation of God. 
104opif. 8. 
l05Ibid • ., ·13. 
l06Ibid., 16. 
l07Some of these terms also appear in the Stoic coSIOOlogy., cf. Pholenz., 
II, 132. 
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He explains further the nature of this first element in the creation 
with an analogy of an architect about to build a city, who sketches in 
his own mind all the parts and imprints their patterns ur,on .his mind as a 
seal imprints an image on wax. Then, with his eye on the image in his 
mind, he ·begins to build the city out of stones and timber. 
Just such must be our thoughts about God. We must supr,ose that, 
when He was minded to found the one great city, He conceived 
beforehand the rrodel of its parts, and that out of these He con-
stituted and brought to completion a world discernible only by 
the mind, and then, with that for a pattern, the world which 
our senses can perceive.108 
Where do these metic patterns exist.:..-inside or·.outside the mind of God? 
, 
Are they a part of God or of his creation? Philo discusses where the 'l"oTr•5 
As, then, the city which was fashioned in beforehand within the 
mind of the architect held m place in the outer world, but had 
been engraved in the soul of the artificer as by a seal; even 
so the universe that consisted of ideas would have no other 
location ( 'r'o rr 0$ ) · than the Divine Reason which was the Author 
( ' " ,\ ~ ..n' .n. ~ ~ of this ordered frame 'f'o\l ()2<.o~ •-J0 v' -,.ov ,.,.,u-r..._ o c-..-
K'ocrf'C'-sfo-~,,r~) .109 
Philo explains this relationship again: 
The world discerned only by the intellect is nothing else than 
the \;brd of God when He was alrea~ el]gaged in the act of creation 
(6>200 J..cfto" 4$"1 Keur~o,ro,o'J,,10$). For (to revert to our 
illustration) the city discernible by the intellect alone is mthing 
else than the reasoning fac~ty of the architect in the act of 
planning to. found the city. O 
l08opif. 19. 
l09Ibid., 2Q. LSJ records that i,..xoa-~a.~ is a technical term in 
Stoicism for the reestablishment of the world ·order after the £1\vcffwr,r, 
citing Zero, 2.•Y.•E.•, I, par. 27. 
llOOpif. 24. 
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Thus the A&yoS is identified., in the process of God's creating., as the 
This identification becomes evan more explicit in the 
following section in which Philo conunents on Gen. 1:27., that man was rr.oulded 
after the image of God: 
flbw · if the part is an image of an :!mage, it is manifest that the 
,-,hole is so too., and if the whole creation., this entire world · 
perceived by our senses (seeing that it is greater than a:ny human 
image) is a copy of the Divine image., it is manifest that the 
archetypal seal also, which we aver to be the world descried by 
the mind, would be the very ·word of God.ill 
Th , .,. in , , , us the '.<ou;,r.,oJ' o.,,-..,"'l'l'o.> is an £,~-/ of the 
in turn is also ref erred to as the t~I{~•/ fh.o':J and is identified with 
the }.;"yoS • This passage makes it clear that., according to Philo., C-od can 
be kncnm in the creation., for the creation is the image of the image of God. 
(Here we see one purfX)se for the Philonic teaching.) 
Philo therefore interprets the first verse of Genesis as referring to 
the creation of the incorix>real heaven, an invisible earth., the incorporeal 
essence of water and the incor!X)real pattern of light., and to the setting 
of the boundaries between these. This concluded the creation of the intel-
ligible world on day "one.n Philo s1.unmarizes: 
The incorporeal world., then., was now finished and firmly settled 
in the Divine Reason., and the world patent to the sense was ripe 
for birth after the pattern of the incorix>real.112 
He then continues with the description of the coming into being of the 
corporeal world, according to the orders of creation as described in Genesis, 
often offering reasons why one segment should follow another, digressing into 
lllrbid., 25. Colson and Whitaker do · mt translate the following addi-
tional ascriptions to the )./'y,$ here, bracketed in their text and in the 
Cohn-Wendland text: 11the pattern, the archetypal idea of ideas." 
112 · 6 Ibid.,. 3 • 
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the powers of the numbers of the days, or e.rv0lling the wonders and uses 
of the various parts of the creation. 
As the crown of all, man is created after the image of God, which, 
Philo e:>..-plains, does not refer to a bodily form: 
,... 
No I it is in respect of the Mind ( Vo1.Jt/), the sovereign element 
of the soul, that the ,rord "image" is used; for after the pattern 
of a single Mind, even the Mind of the universe as an archetype, 
the mind_ in each of those who successively came into being was 
noulded.ll3 · 
It is raan1 s mind which gazes beyond the things discernible to sense, reaches 
out for the intelligible world, and longs .to see God. 
Philo then describes all . the powers of the number seven, God having 
declared the seventh day the day of rest. He includes a discussion of the 
nature of corporeal ~an, created a '"mixed being," of the creation of woman, 
and of the fall, and concludes with five points whx h it is necessary for 
us to learn from this account: 
that God is and is from eternity I and that He that really IS ( J C." '.:~ws ) is One, and that He has made the world and has 
made it one world, unique as Himself is 1-Utique, end that He 
ever exercises forethought (~Lt. rrrp vo~c.. ) fo·r His creation.114 
In the treatise Quis ~ divinarum Heres Philo offers a series of pas-
sages in which the creative process is described further, -from a point of 
. / / 
view that emphasizes the role of the 'A.~S as 'i'oq--t.u1 and Sft:r,-V o.f 
the principle which accounts both for the diversity and for the underlying 
unity of all existence. 
Thus God sharpened the edge of his all-cutting Word and divided 
universal being, which before was without form or quality., ··and 
113Ibid., 69. 
114Ibid • ., 172. 
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the four elements of the world which were formed by segre-
gation from it, and the animals and plants which were framed 
with them as materials.115 
The process of the ~07-,S in creation, making distinctions, is analogous to 
the logical process of man's own mind, which divides all things within 
its grasp, unceasingly making distinctions.116 Thus the connection of the 
mind of man to the Ao'f'S allows man to see and comprehend rightly' . by 
virtue of his reason, the work of God through the ~:yoS in t~e created 
world. While the creation of the various forms of being was accomplished 
through the_ disti.,ction-making activity ~i' ·the A tf'lu5, it is the same A,:-fOf 
that holds all things together: 
Other things are in themselves without coherence, ·and if they 
be condensed, it is because they are hel~ tigQt by the,divine 
Word, which is a glue and bond (l(o>J..o... Y"'f 1(,-c ~t.,.,»0 .S ) , 
fill~ up all things with his being.117 
The _ centrality of the A•y-s as a principle of mediation between God and man 
in all things is spelled out by Philo in no uncertain terms : 
To His Word, His chief messenger, highest in age and honour, 
the Father of all has given the special perogative, to stand 
on the border and separate the creature from the Creator •••• 
He /f,he Wori/ glories in this perogative and proudly describes 
it ." in these words nand I stood between the lord and you11 
(Deut. v. 5), that is neither uncreated as God, nor creat~d as 
you, but midway to both extremes,~ surety ~o both sides.118 
We have seen that in his account of the creation Philo has consistently 
introduced various terms, figures, or rodes of created existence between God, 
115Heres 140. 
ll6rbid. 234-235. 
117rbid., 1ss. 
118Ibid., 205-206. 
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th t ll9 ., ~ , as e ranscendent Cause of all., and the material world. The ( c>t..A..c. ., 
the $uv~1,5 inherent in them, and the K~rJIPoS Vo"1'f'pf are all 
projections or creations of the transcendent One., but are mt to be regarded 
as equivalent with him. And all of these intermediaries can be included 
in a single figure., the ~; yo> ., the key mediator of the p:>'wer and plan of 
God in the creation and preservation of the world.120 
Philo's Soteriology 
In the Jewish tr~dition before Philo, (cn0"'-~'"1(- )o-wr'1f'~ was 
m:>st generally God's action to defend the pious against the impious.121 
These words are also used with this denotation by Philo.122 But Philo also 
uses the terms to describe God's providence active in ·the natural order.123 
.Added to this in Philo is a con.rotation · in which salvation is considered as 
God's help and reward for the soul which fight against the passions and the 
119vJhile Wol.f~~n., I, 286., "flatly denies that Philo introduces 11inter-
mediaries,11Zeller, pp. 407-408, Br6hier, Hellenistic ~Roman~ pp. 169-
170, and Goodenough, Introduction, pp. 99-100., all, rightly it appears., offer 
this explanation. Cf. Post. 14; !•li.g. 182. 
120
cf. Zeller, p. 420; Goodenough, Introduction., p. 100; Johannes 
Leisegang, ''Logos., n Paulys Real-Encycloptldie der Classischen Altertumswissenschaft., 
Neue Bearbeitung begonnen von Georg Wissowa, herausgegeben von Wilhelm Kroll 
(Stuttgart: J. B. Metzlersche Verlagsbuchhandlung., 1926)., XIII, 1., col. 1037. 
12lcf. Wis. Sol. 5:2; 16:6-7; 18:7. 
122cr. Virt. 47, 49. 
123cf. Pra.em. 34; Spec. I, 209-210; II, 198; Ebr.,199. This was the 
Stoic interpretation of the pagrui application of o-w1'"')f to God, Brlhier, 
Id6es., p. 235., where he cites Cornutus., De Natura Deorum., p~ 51., 15 Lang. 
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earthly elements.124 This last named understanding of salvation underlies 
Philo 's description oi' the relationship of man to God, and it is to it 
that we now turn. (Thus we shall investigate crc .• A'1f'-;_ in terms of the 
relationships between man and God in which man can ascend from the earthly 
to the divine.725 Our discussion will concentrate four areas: lmowledge 
(the role of philosophy in the relationship with God), ethi?s (philosophical 
ethics and the true joy born of virtue), cult (the true irn-tard piety), and 
mysticism (descriptions of the m:>st nearly complete union with God). 
Within each of these sub-he~dings our interest will_ also be focused on the 
various. 'figures named as guides, revealers, or mediators in that particular 
description of man's rela ti.on to God. 
Knowledge 
Philo has some }X)sitive emphases in regard to reason, creation and 
revelation. The mind of man is created after the image of God, that is, 
of the °A.oyof : 
" It is in respect of the Mind (vou~), the sovereign element of 
the soul, that the word "image11 is used; for after the pattern 
of a single Mind, even the Vdnd of the Universe as an archetype, 
the mind ilJ. each of tmse who successively came into being was 
llX)ulded.12o 
1 24cf. Ebr. 72, ill; Praem. 117; Mip.;. 124 ( compare the thought of this 
passage to Wis. Sol. 6:24). Also cf. Werner Foerster and Georg Fohrer, 
ng-qw, o-w'\'"'\f'-~," TWNT, VII, 989; Brlhier, Id~es, p. 235: "le salut 
consistant essentiellement }X)Ur 1 ~intelligence a se pur~ier ~oi~pl'eteme~ 
du corps et des passions, sous l'influence d'une attraction divine d'espece 
presque physique. n >..~yo5 is also named in connection with this salvation 
in a few passages; cf. Innnut. 129; Som. I, 112; LA III, 137. 
l25cr. Br6hier, Id~es, p. 311. 
126apif. 69. 
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Therefore the mind of man," rationally considering the creat~d world, operating 
in the_ sphere of ideas, can learn two things about God: that God exists 
and that his divine providence is active in the world. Phil,o describes 
such philosophers: 
Others again who have had the strength through knowledge to 
envisage the Maker and Ruler of all have in the common phrase 
advanced from dmm to up. Enteri.--ig the world as a well-ordered 
city they have beheld the earth standir.g fast • • · • • Struck 
with adlniration and astonishment they arrived at a conception 
according with what · they beheld, that surely all these beauties 
and this transcendent order has not come into being automatically 
but by the handiwork of an architect and world maker; al.so · 
that there must be a providence, for it is a law of nature that 
a maker s,hould take care of what has been made.127 
. . 
Because the mind of man is created after the image of God, . namely the A:.,~ 
through which the entire world is created and sustained, man can know of 
the existence and providence of God.128 
But this knowledge is only a knowledge about God. It is not a direct 
relationship with God himself, but only with_ his image, the AC: .,.s, in the 
creation. Philo himself describes the limitation of this kind of knowledge, 
commenting on D(;}ut. 32:39, "See, see that I am:" 
When we say that the Existent One is visible, we are not usi."1,g 
words in their literal sense, but· it is an irregular use of the 
word by which it is ref erred to each one of His :i;x:,wers. In the 
passage just quoted He does not say "See Me," for it is impos-
sible that the God. who IS should. be perceived at all by created 
beings. What he says is "See t ·hat I Af.I," that is, "Behold my 
subsistence~" For it is quite enough for a man's reasoning faculty 
to advance as far as to learn that the Cause of the Universe is 
and subsists.129 
127Praem. 41-43; cf. LA III, 92-99. Cf. also Wis. Sol. 13:1-9. 
l28In respect to this knowledge, the l<~S itself can be co"nsidered 
...,, n L> "" 
a mediator between man and God, for it can be called the 1To'>..c..v 'i'ov vt.ov, 
Som. II, 246. Cf. Br6hier, Idles, p. 170. 
129Post. 168; cf. Opif. 71; Br~hier, IdEfes, pp. 197, 293-294. 
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The transcendent One remains beyond even the intelligible world, unknowable.130 
In rational consideration of the Ktf°,,-..,of, man is related to God only as 
through an inte:.cmediary .1.31 That intermediai."j' is the ). o'70S , . the agent of 
the creation and preservation of the Ko'r,-of. By !mowing the existence 
of God and observing the harmony of the K~r~o.f , man can try to live in 
accord with the will of God which is expressed in the l<o,-,..roS. 
Virtue 
Natural lavr is identical wit.h the law of Moses. For by fixing an 
account of the creation to the beginning of his laws, Hoses implies: 
that the world is in harmony with the Law, and the Law \·rith 
the ,-rorld, and that the man who observes the law is consti-
tuted thereby a loyal citizen of the world, regulating his 
doir1gs by the purpose and will of :Nature, in accordance with 
which the entire world itself is also administered.132 
Philo repeats the teaching that physics and logic should bear ethical fruits.133 
Through philosophy man can hope to attain the joy which is the result of 
virtue and of living in harmony with God's providence.134 The man who lives 
in that harmony is the true "citizen of the world. nl35 For the one who 
l3~A II, 2-4. 
131Br:hier, Idles, p. 17 4. 
132qpif. 31; cf. Mos. II, 48. Br~hier, Id~es, _p._11: ."~oute l'Expo~ition 
de la loi n, est qu tun long effort pour rattacher la. lei positive de Mo!lse a 
cette loi naturelle. n 
133Agr. 14-17; Mut. 74-77, where the idea is attributed to "some of the 
ancients." 
134cf. ~ I, 8; Spec. III, 1. 
135A Stoic term (S.V.F. I, par. 262; cf. Epictetus, Discourses III, 19, 
53) which is ascribed by-Philo to the first created man, the fore-father of 
our race, Opif. 49, 142, cf. Opif. 50, 143-144 for a further description. 
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achieves virtue has joy: 'Jvirtue is by its very nature a thing for joy, 
and • • • he who possesses it ever rejoices .rJ-36 
But only the first man was the true citizen of the wor:).d; aJ.J. others., 
being progressively inferior copies., are so much the worse and are farther 
from that hannony and joy •137 Philo knew that man is a neutral moral 
being but subject to radical evil.138 Philo had a consciousness of sinl39 
and knows the need for repentance.14° Therefore Philo placed morality 
~to the realm of inner piety, ma.king it an inward affair of repentance., 
and he criticized the ability of the ethical trainings of philosophical 
schools to achieve the goal of virtue and the joy of a life in harmony with 
God.141 That perfect joy is only for the nseli'-taught" Isaac., the miraculously 
born child of promise., born to Sarah., who is virtue.142 It is o-~<':.. or 
the $v ",{,,~t1.,f which are the bringers of true virtue and joy •143 The ethical 
goal of virtue and the joy of a life perfectly i..'1 harmony with God's provi-
dence are dependent upon the intervening pow~rs of God~ For. the deeper 
relationships are inward., beyond philosophy and ©..-ternal morality. 
l3(,1ut. 167; cf. gQ. II., 57. 
137 Opif. 140. 
138 / · I ' 273 CG II., 54; r:v., 157; Hos. II., 147; Brehier, dees, p. • 
1391{ut. 48. 
l40Abr. 17., 18., cf. 24. 
14J.cf. Br~1ier., Ide"es., p. 310; pp. ·250_-310 are a . desc~iption of Philo's 
relationship to the current phil?sophical ethics. 
142tvrut. 255-260; cf. Hegermann, pp. 16-17: · ''Der Typ des Vollkornmen 
geht aus der Synusie von Gott und 'l'ugend hervor a.ls Gottes Schoprung.n 
·143- ... 
~. 92, 88; ~. 172; LA I., 82. 
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Cult and Inw'ard Piety 
1'1ithout actually denouncing the performance of the external cul.tic 
ceremonies, Philo also reinterpreted the Jewish cult to describe his own 
emphasis on the interior life of rc.ora.lity and worship. As all 100rality 
is related to the inward piety of the one who practices virtue, so in the 
cult the significant thing is not the vict:im, but the piety of heart and 
the ~·rard piety of the man who offers it.144 Man must recognize that his 
purest offering is a life of true virtue, and that this life also, as well 
as any an:imal he may offer, is of divine origin and really God's possession 
already.145 Therefore Br:hier swnmarizes: 
Telle est la nature et la signification de culte intfieur chez 
Philen. Au rc1pport purement e:,,.-tlrieur des cer~.onies a lti 
substitut un rapport int~rieur entre Dieu et l~e, l~e qui 
s'offre et Dieu qui la dflivre.14P 
This relationship is one of a. person infinitely weak to a person infinitely 
powerf'ul.147 Man is under the constant surveillance of God, who penetrates 
to the secret thoughts as a judge ;148 consc~ous of it, man attempts to live 
in accord with God's wi.11.149 God's wrath and judgment are tempered with 
mercy toward men.150 
l~ II, 99; Sac. 97. 
145sn.c. 101-1041; Fug. 18. 
146 ~ 
·Idees, p. 2.30. 
/ 147tbt without its points of analogy in the Psalms and Prophets, Brlhier, 
~' pp. 2.30-2.31. 
l48cr. LA III, 1. 
· l49Som. II, 179. 
l50immut. 76. 
The Old Testament descriptions of the cultic worship are interpreted 
in such a way that in this spiritual i.rr .. 1ard worship the cultic mediator 
between man and God is the Aoy•S"-high priest. For the Aoy•S is the 
cosmic raediator: 
To hio Word, His chief messenger, highest in a.ge and honor, 
t he Father of all has given t he special perogative, to stand 
on the· border and sepa.rate the creature from the Creator. 
This same i'iord both pleads wit h the :imr.ortal as suppliant 
for afflicted mortality and acts as ainbassador of the ruler 
to the subject.151 
It is the Ao70~-high priest who functions in the place of the highest, 
perfectly transcendent God in relationship to men in their inward spiritual 
lives of piety, 152 receiving t he off P-~ings of men and naking intercession 
to t he transcendent One on their behalf. In this relat io~1Ship of inward 
Horship man begins to come close to union with God hiinseli' (although the 
llperfect piety," as the perfect knowledge and the perfect virtue are not 
attainable by man, but only by "pure intelligencen).153 
Mysticism 
In cori:aenting on the Old Testament, Philo has occasion to deal with 
two phenomena which, for him, represent the highest kind of relat ionship, 
the most nearly complete union, that rr.an can have with God: prophecy 
(ecstasy) and theophany. Both of these are described in mystical terms, 
related, on the one hand, to the later classical philosophies (Platonism 
151 · \ ,, ., Heres 205; the MY.1>;) is called the high priest in Som. I, 215; 
Cher. 17; Gig. 52. Cf. Breiiicr, Idt'es, p. 237; Hegermar.n, p. 47. 
152cr. Hegermann, p. 53 
l53Brehier, Id{es, p. 236. 
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and neo-Pythagoreanism) and on the other hand to the Hellenistic mystery 
religions.154 
Various ~f the patriarchs are described as having been .in a mystical 
state o! ec~t.asy. For instance Abraham is described, on the basis cf Gen. 
15 :12, as having experienced ·an e~stasy ('i,<rro..-c..J'), 155 having been 
enthused and moved by God ( ! V .9 0 U er' ~v1'•J, lh.ocf> 0 ,°'"] 1'•) • In such a state 
he became a prophet. He did not speak his m·m words, but rather his vocal 
instruments were used by another. Philo elsewhere explains further that 
in this experience the reason of the individual withdraws and the divine 
Spirit ( 17"'/ z.':,i" ._ ) enters and takes charge of the soul as a te.i!pcrary resi-
de~t, corrununicating the prophetic message through the :physical equipment 
of the prophet.156 In this experience the spirit of man must depart from 
the body. The .full man does. not experience the transcendent. God. Rather, 
. . 
,, . 
tKcr'f'ol.o-,S' is a· strange fusion of the body of man and the 11Yi.~ ...... o.. of God. 
A second area in which Philo uses mystery terminology and is describing 
an :important kind of relationship between God and man is in his descriptions 
. . 
of the theophanies at Sinai.157 The covenant sacrifice described in Ex. 24:4-8 
154whether Philo actually ntransformed" Judaism into a ''mystery religion" 
is highly questionable. But he employs the terminology to:.interpret Old 
'i'estament events in keeping with his own conceJ?tions of. God, th~ world, 
and the na.ture of man. Actually Philo ts mystical ternunology is governed 
by the basic thrusts of the Scri;ture he is interpreting; some of the basic 
elements of a mystery religion are l&cking; cf. Hegermann, PP• 37-41. 
l55Heres 258-259 • 
. ~~6§p~. IV, 49. This is a reflection o~ t~e Platonic teach~ng, ~ 
which £i<~v-t.S is the exiting of the hu.'llan spirit a..11.d the entering· of. 
the divine spirit. Cf. Sowers, P• 34 and Timaeus 71D-E; Phaedrus 24,4D. 
1579.'li II, 27-49; cf. Hegermann, pp·. 26-47• 
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is presented at points by Philo as the act of preparation for the partici-
pants in the theophany. Thus he explains that the sin offering was not 
offered at that time because: "when God appears or is about to appear, 
is not every form. and substance of sin first to be destroyed end re.il0ved?"l58 
Likewise the blood of Ex. 2L~:6 is "a sacred unction in place of oil for 
sanctity and perfect purity, and, if one must speak the truth, in order 
that (men) may be inspired to receive the holy spirit. ul59 Thus the 
participants are to be prepared through perfect purification and the 
reception of the holy spirit. The ascent up the mountain is described 
in terms of a full mystic experience of God. Moses was the only one to 
come near God, for ''when the prophetic mind becomes divinely inspired and 
filled with God, it, becomes like the monad, r..ot being at all mixed with 
any of those things associated with duality.1.l60 Moses, the prime receiver 
of the mystic revelation and the leader of the people is called by Philo 
a hierophant.161 He ascends · 
not to the air or to the ether or to heaven (which is) higher 
than all, but to (a region) abov~6the heavens. And beyond the world there is no place but God • .1. 2 
r;,, 1 h. · t h n1 · t 163 
.ne goa oft is ascent is he eave y ci y • . 
l5SQE II, 32. 
l59Ibid., II, 33. 
l 60ibid., II, 29. 
l6lLA III, 173; Sac. 94; Post. 16. 
162QE II, 40; cf. Gig. 54. 
l63QE II, 40; .cf. Som. II, 253. In this description there is nothing 
lacking with respect to a.:full Vergottungslehre, Hegermann, P• 33. 
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But even in this very description of the theophany Philo also denies 
that it was the transcendent God hjinself who descended upon the mountain. 
The text speaks of the appearance of the glory (,'i~) of G<:>d, Ex. 24:16a, 
and Philo makes this a cause to speak about the iirurobility and u..--ichangeable-
ness of God: 
The notion of glory ( cS°°J'A-) is twofold. On the one hand, it denotes 
the existence of the powers •••• On the .other hand, (it denotes) 
orJ.y a belief in a...'1.d counting on the divine gloriJ, so as to produce 
in the minds of those who haupen tq be there an appearance of the 
coming of God, Who was not there.164 
Likewise he says: 
for no one will boast of seeing the invisible God, (thus) 
yielding to arrogance. And holy and divine is this same place 
alone in which He is said to appear, for He Himself does not 
go away or change His position but He sends the pow~rs, which 
a.re indicative of his essence.165 
And again: 
the divine place is truly inaccessible and unapproachable, 
for not even the holiest m:L.--id is able to ascend such a 
height to it so as merely to appro~ch and touch it.166 
Thus not even in Philo 's description of the theophany, which .Philo hirru3elf 
elsewhere constantly holds up ~s a superior kind C?f expe;ience167 which is 
interpreted by him as "being saved, ul68 is there any contact with the 
infinite God. Rather, here, as elsewhere, it is one of the figures of 
mediation which bridges the gap from God · to man: God sends his powers to 
16
~ II, 45~ 
165Ibid., II, 37. 
l 66Ibid., II, 45. 
l67cf. LA IlI, 97-100 
168
~ II, 43. 
] 
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cause in the participar.ts the effect of a union with hi."ll.169 Fusing the 
figure170 we have, 
with the divine lt'V'tJr..v0; , a descr iption of the channels through which 
God is related to the world and to the souls of men. 
This is precisely the point we have been forced to corae to throughout 
.this entire discussion of Philo' s cosmology and soteriology: the centrality 
of the mediators, specifically of the O"olf(<>- -'h{ro$- $~v--ru1..S' , in the 
relationship of creation--especially man- -to God. In the crention of 
the world, the preservation of the world, ma.'l's knowledge that God exists, 
ma.1's ability to attain (if imperfectly) some virtues and joys, man1 s 
inward spiritual worship of God, and in man's mystic experience of God 
through inspiration or theophany intermediary ~eings bridge the gap 
between the world and the infinite God. The same i'i&-ures are consistently 
nruned by Philo as the interinediarias. · The mediators of religious revelation 
and religious experiences are at the same time the causes and principles 
o~ being i t self .171 What Philo r efers to as salvation is mediated by the 
same figures who were instruments in the creation and who are the instruments 
and principles of preservation. It is difficult, ii' not i.'npOssible, to make 
any distinctions i."'l their nature as they fulfill these two different 
fu.."'lctions. One wonders, indeed, if there are two different functions. There 
169roi d., II, 37. 
l70cf. Hegerna.nn, pp. 71 and 73 , int e:Pr eting ~om. I, 2Z1-:21+1, the t h~-
phany to Jacob. He sees the theophany-bearing i\mction rooted :l..:.'1 the ero,(ho- -
'X,gjoS tradition as i :i Wis. Sol. 10:1-20; 18:14-19. That is an 
agent of a s alvation event is testified to by Wis. Sol. 10 :15; 9: 9; 7: 27; 
19:18-21; 10:18-20; 11:17. 
17~ Br~ier, Id{es, p. 316. 
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is mthing to contradict the assertion that Philo ts soteriology is cosllk)lqg-
ically b2.sed, that is: what Philo describes as the most nearly complete 
relationships with God are all possible to any individual within the 
created structure of the universe, because the mediators of creation are 
at the same time the mediators of salvation. 
COSMOLOGY AND SOT~"1IOLOOY IN HEi3RE:vS 
Hebrews· asserts that Jesus Christ is the mediator of the new and better 
cove~1a11t bet,·reen man and Goct.1 As this mediator, he is called the Son of 
God; his work is described as being that of the agent of creation and of 
the hie;h priest of the new covena.'1t . As in the case of the intermediary 
figures in Philo,_ both cosmological and soteri.olo!;ical functions are 
ascribed to Christ. The purpose of this chapter is to stuqy the relation-
ship of these p~edications. 
Hebrews had a definite purpose for makil1g these Christological asse1,tions; 
it was directed toward a specific historical situation. The unusual literary 
form of Hebrews causes some difficulties, but Hebrews is perhaps best con-
sidered as a A:yos rro..~o..\(~,'a-i:w.5" (Heb. 13:22), a written form of early 
Christian preaching.2 This sermon, then is organized around paraenetic 
sections, each of which is supported by a Christological ex-position) The 
_ 
1 
~s.tr[1''1~, H~b. 8 :6; 9q5; 12:24, all three in connection with the 
Kft<'T'To'l/'oS , l(()..cl/o~ , and V1.o....f covenant. 
2i·ierner Georg Ktimmel, editor, Introduction to the .New Testament , foun-
ded by: · Paul Feine and Johannes Behin, translated by A. J. Na"i:.till, Jr. (14th 
revised edition; Nashville, Tenn.: Abingdon Press, 1966), pp. VJ, Z78-279. 
3cf. Wolfga:r,..g Na.uck, nzum Aufbau d~s Hebrl:ierbriefes, a Judentur.1 Urchristent1.1.t"ll 
Kirche, Festschrift i'I:!r Joachir:i Jeremias, edited by t·Jalter Eltester, D0iheft 
zur Zeitschrift ft!r die neutestamentliche Wissenschaft und die Kunde der lflteren 
Kirche, XXVI (2.ri.d edition; Bcrlii.,: Alfred 'i'opelma.1111~ 196l,.),pp. 203, 206; Kihr~el, 
p. Z14; the train of thought is there outlined: (l; Hear the ~'lord of God in the 
Son Jesus Christ who is higher th:i:i the angels and t!oses (Heb. 1:1-4:13), (2) 
Let us draw near to the Hieh Priest of the heavenly san~t.uary and hold fast to 
our confession (Heb. 4:14-10:31), and (3) Hold fast to Jesus Christ, the pioneer 
and perfector of our faith (Heb. 10:32-13:17). 
--- ., _ __ - - --,w - ---
----. 
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precise hfatorica.l situation to .which this serrron was addressed is ver-J 
difficult to determine. The destination to which this written sermon was 
sent cannot be named with certainty. 4 The people addressed -are Christians, 
not in danger of any definite heresy, but · subject to a waning of faith and 
a fear ·o:r sui'feri.i""'lg.5 To such Christians the author of Hebrews sends his 
sermon of exhortation. He supports his exhortation with arguments concerning 
Christ. 
Cosmological Assertions 
The fullest description of Christ in relationship to cosmology in 
Hebrews is found in the opening period, 1:1-4, specificilly verses 2b-4: 
son, 
whom he appointed heir of all, 
through whom also he made the world, 
who, 
being the radiance of his glory and·,the seal-imprint of his 
essence, 
governing the universe by his powerful word, 
having made purification for sins, 
sat on the right of the majesty. in the highest, 
becoming greater than the angels, gs nru.ch as the name he 
has inherited is superior to them. . 
Before discussing each of these phrases individually, we nru.st be aware of 
the implication of their form. The recurrence of the relative pronoun and 
of the participle in such a passage alerts us to the possibility that 
4Rome is· perhaps the most likely suggestion; cf. Kiimmel, p. 281. 
5Ki:lmmel, p. 280; the distinction between Jewish and Gentile Christians 
is not explicitly made in Hebrews. 
~ly translation and form analysis. 
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these wor ds are a port ion of a hymn celebrating the enthr one~ent of Christ.? 
Ir this . is the_ case, t he author is here incorporating i.,to the openine of 
his treatise materi als known and used by others before hi..'Il and per haps by 
his renders also. The content of verses 2b-3 especially may reflect earlier 
theological traditions from the congregations which the at1tnor knows. 
These words, then, he has woven into what must be one of the most remarkable 
periodic s~ntences in the entire New Testament. 8 There are more than cos-
mological assertions in this sentence; but let us first study in detail these 
phrases which do make cosmological assertions. 
. 7The r el ative pronoun, the participal, the rhythmical pattern and the 
rrn1.cn11 Christ olo6i ccl content are all named as marks of 11ymnic frasments 
within t he Pauline Epistles. Cf. Phil. 2:6-ll; Col. 1:15-20; arid A. H. 
Hunter, Paul and Hi s Pr edecessors (Revised edit ion; London: SCM Press Ltd., 
1961), pp. 42-;I24. 
1:11ile r.1any corrunentators pass over these vers es wit hout considering their 
for;n, N. A. Dahl, "Ch1•ist, Cr eat ion and the Church,:r The Backgrolli d o:f t he 
New Testament and i ts Eschatology, edited by W. D. Davi es and D. Daube, in 
honor of C. H. Dodcl[Cambridge University Press, 1956) , pp. 432-433, feels 
that the author's sche."'le in ChD.p. 1 has r!lOre jmportance i;than has generally 
been recognized. 11 :-le sees a pattern of clauses concerning the enthronement 
or cschatological appointment. of Christ alternating 1~rith clauses concerning 
his eternal status according to the ·scheme abba ab(ba), thus: 
by (his) Son 
a whom he hath appointed heir of all thi."lgs 
b by whom he also made t he worlds; 
b who being the brightness of his Glory • • • 
and upholding all things by the word of his power 
a when he had ••• purged (our) sins · 
sat do,m on the right hand ·of the Majesty on high; 
a being made so much better than t he rui..gels 
b as he hath • • • obtained a more excellent name. than they 
b For unto which . • • • Ps. 2:7 and 2 Sam 7:14 
a And again ••• Deut. 32:43 (LXX). 
He notes a similar pattern in t he hymn in 1 Tim. 3 :16. Cf. also Ot~o Michel, 
Der Brief an die Hebr l:!er, Kritisch- exegetischer Kommentar Uber das Neue 
Testament.XIII (8th edition; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1949), 
38, where he analyses 2b-3 as a 4-part hymn fragment. 
8cr. BDF, par. 464. 
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t'L > ()~ " ::, , ' .> ,,_ 
61 " Ko....t. t.7lochjrE.v f'ouS O..(W va..S", that is: t,hrough the son 
God also made the world. 9 ~~ with the genitive of the person denotes the 
''personal agent or intermediary t h~ough (the agency of), nlO and this 
is clearly the sense in w!1ich it is used here .11 This agency in creu.tion, 
which is to be0disti116uished fro.n the assertion of the preexistence of 
Christ, stems neither from the tradition concerning the historical Jesus, 
nor from the apocalyptic teaching of the Son of Nan, nor from the Messianic 
expectations of Palestinian. Judaism, but rather from the wisdom tradition 
of Judais,11, but rather from the wisdom tradition of Judaism.12 Therefore 
this assertion is more of an exegetical conclusion of the early church than 
a part of the tradition of ·che historical Jesus. This passage is the 
Christian cul..'nination of the development of the tradition that can be 
traced in: Gen. 1:1; Prov. 8:30; Wis. Sol. 9:1; and Philo, Sac. 8; 
Spec. I, 81; Fug. 109; Det. 54. 
9There are two variant readings in this.--;phrase. Pap~rrus 46, the Chester 
Beatty (3rd cent.) , and the Sahidic version ( 2nd or 3rd cent., upper Egypt , 
pres~rved in fragments from the 4th century) omit the K-.c"' • W'11ile these are 
not insignificant witnesses, we cannot follow their reading against the 
weight of all the other ·m.anuscripts together; moreover, in this construction 
of a series of three relative clauses, it is w~re lil<ely that a K~<' would 
have been dropped at this point than inserted. Secondly, in codex P 
(Porfirianus, 10th cent.) and the koine-group (including, for Hebrews , co-
dices K and L, both of the 9th cent., codex 0142 of the 10th cent., a.'ld 
~many I!;inuscles) there is an inve1~sion of word order, reading ~5 a.twvd...S' 
trro, Nt o-' V' • This reading, inconsequential to the meaning, is obviously 
to be rejected against the weight of all the earlier witnesses. Cf. ¥ri.chel, p. 
37, n. 1. 
, lOBAG, Su-' III, 2, a. ~·Y.• records this usage from Xenephon on and in 
Jonn l:3, 10; I Cor. 8:6; Col. 1:16. 
~ 
llin Heb. 2:10, where 8to's is the antecede9t to "~ , in contrast t o 
his son, the :.o..f' ~'1.1'o" 'l'~S trw'l'"1f.."'~r , &'(a.. denotes t he ori!inat?:, rather 
than the agent, ibid., III, 2, b, f6, ~.y.,; BDF, par. 223 (2). ~or tnis 
use o:f $ c.-C cf. Aristeas 313; 1 Cor. 1: 9; Rom. 11: 36. 
1 2c:r. Michel, p. 36, n. 2. In Matt. 11:28-30, however, the words of Jesus 
echo those referring to the one who has tTc:,,f'~ in Sirach 51:2~~2~; cf• 24:9. 
This is thus a portrayal of Jesus as trotp<11- in the Gospel trao..:i..tion. 
·-'- --· -·. - -
' 
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Tl 
The Ko-c. is here an adjunctive ra.the:i." than a copulatiire particle, for 
verse two is formed by joini.'1,g two cla-.ises asyndat,ica.lly with an anaphoric 
U:;e of the relative . 13 When u~ed i~ this so,newhat adve:c'oitl nanner ltith 
a relative pror:oun, K&l-4." lend::, a gr~ater ir.dependence to the relative clause.14 
m• C \ '(' ' ~ , 
J.nus 0 <- o c.> .Ko.., ~rro, "7"~,/ is not to be closely tied g1•a.,,matically to the 
:preceding assertio;i as a cor11 elative, but might p:i."operly be ccnside:ced a.s 
a second assertion offered :L.ri the way of an aside.15 The '4Se of 
to denote God 's crcaU.vo activity is well-attes·i:.0d; it often is used to 
translate ... ~ ...... --. · t' "' . . • 16 \'I. , _._ in ,1 e ->cp·0u:1c;:i..111~. 
'rT 
' J .... T.iur a.,wv>'S is. here, a~ also in 
ileb. 11:3, to be tra.r.sl~ted 11t he ~,;orld,11 as a spatial concept.17 The plural 
here follows the ··tebre1·1 p:;::·.tern llin an unclassical way,tr18 reflecting the 
late Hebrew forr.i D"" p ?i !:), used for ,:world" not only in a temporal but 
• T . I 
also a spa-i:.ial sen,je. It is thus not necessary to li.'1k this use of the 
word in Hebrews to the apocalyptic. ages o.r the world as successions of 
time or to the gnostic concept of t.i1e emanation of the diirine in the form 
l3BDF, pa.r. 464 
14 ' BAG, K~,, II, 6, ~.y. 
15This grar;i..11.atical pol.."'1'(, supports the thought of Jar.1es Ifoffatt, The 
Eoi~tle t o the Hebrews . The International Critictl· Commentary~ the Holy 
Scriutures, Xi. (New York: Charles Scribner~s Sons, 1924), 5, that this phrase 
is, theologically, a "passing allusion. 11 
16
rt is also used in this sense in Wis. Sol. 1:13; 9:9; and subsequently 
in .Aristobulus fr. 5, in Eusebius, P:..1 • Ev. :XIII, 12, 12; in P!),ilo, Sac. 65; 
and elsewhere· in the. i~ew Testament, Acts 7:50. Cf. BAG, "o(l..:> , I, 1. a. p, 
E.•Y• 
18B DF, p~r. 141. 
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of aeons.19 The word c2.~;:,"a.5 in this context is parallel to T~ ~..,........ in 
verse three.20 
(\ ,, , ,,. " ~ ,. e. ' '- " ' , 
0$, '4.JV O..'Tf'o..u0o..u-f-v- 'T'"'j.S" 007,"'JS" K"'-<. ~Q.f Q.K1'"'\r 1'"'1S'" VTrotrTA.d"'f..cuJ'" 
l " 
0..u'l'ov. These words do not explicitly attribute the agency of creation to 
?_hrist; they rather assert of the son a relationship to C""Oci in terms which 
nre best understood in the light of passages from Jewish trt::>tft-;_ and A~ yoS 
speculation in which t he r elationship of the agent of creation to C""Od is 
similarly described. 21 The two phrases form a kind of double hendyadis 1 
being both complementary and supple.ilentary. 
are both h<>:oax: l egomena ~1 the New Test ~ent. 
) , 
,:ura.u7~ and x~ro..t<r,r 
Both can have either a pas-
sive or an active connotation. 
~ , 
Thus ar,-a.µ1"-"1-".._ (despite its passive 
morphology, -~o... specifying the result of the ?,cti.on in contrast to ~-~, 
specifyi.-i.g the action) 22 can car-ry the active meanings, "radiance, effulgence," 
or the passive meaning "reflection: n23 ~ra...'(f''"\f likewise can be the seal 
or the imprint which the seal leav0s.24 
Both words also have a history in the writi.,gs of Hellenistic Judaism. 
- ::> , ::> , 
.Ln Wisdom of Solomon 7: 26 a.:rro..!.>-(o.trjP._ is used in parallelism. with t;.'Tro (j •c.4 
, , "' 
a.1To / ( o 1.--. T"7S 
.:, ,, ' 
(JL'ffQ.c., 10...rr o- Y 'Y' • (25) 
19c s· · 1 "~ .,,,,. 
. . .• picq, VEpitre aux rtebreux, 
Librairie Lecoffre, 1952), II, 5-6. 
in Et udes Bibligues ( 2 vols. ; Paris : 
20Tui d -r 6 _., .I., • 
" · i 2lc:r • Yiichel, P • 38, n. 1, where some possible rabbi.-.Jic, gnostic, and ~? 
.01f1l· an par~lle~s are mentioned. Michel rega.y·ds the Alexandrian wisdom tradition, as 
re ected in Wis Sol t' · al 
• •, as ne roost neai .. ly related materi s. 
22 BDF, par. 109. 
23BAG , , 
' ().. Tr a.u 1"""",.,.., 0..., 
24c~ LS ,,,, 
. .I.. J, )(~ro...1t.,., r 
s.v. 
--
' . ·, ~-!· 
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Because of this parallelism the active sense seems to be intended in Wisdom 
of Soloi:on. Philo also uses the word 'o.rr~/turfut>- to describe the relatio"n-
ship of the universe25 and of the spirit of man26 to God. is 
used in Philo of the soul of man27 and of the ~~-yo $ • 28 In these instances 
the <ienotation of Xo.ro..\{'i',{f is no doubt passive, that is, signifying t,he 
imprint o:r the seal and meaning n:iJnpress, reproduction, representation. 1129 
i'lhile the tradition of the Greek fathers is unanimous in taking ~rro..~10...0-r, ... 
in the active sense in this pass age'.JO (whence the termimlogy cpc.:;s EK 
/ 
q>w1':l.5 is the Svmbolum Nicaerio -Constantinopolitanum) and many modern com-
mentators do ~ikewise, Spicq offers three reasons for trru-islating the word 
here in the passive sense:31 (1) The word 11as a properly passive termination; 
(2) It is used in parallelism with · a word having an apparently passive con-
notation, and (3) ( Quoting 1-1,nlgoz) the passive sense is more in conformity 
with the author's application of th·e word to the son, f~r a reflection is 
something more independent and even more personal thru-i a radiance.. Of these 
25~. 12. 
26Qpif. 146; Spec. DI, 123. BAG prefers the active meaning i."l Philo, s.v. 
27
net. 83. 
28P1~-it. 18. 
~9 , 
BAG, X~ro..K1'"'\ r , l; cf. b, ~.y. 
3 ~ / 0cf. Spicq, II, 6, where some citations ace offered, and BAG, p..1To.v10..rru"-
~·Y· G. H. W. Lampe, editor,~ Pat ristic Greek Lexicon (Oxford: at the 
Clarendon Press, 1961), ~.y., records the meaning "radiance; n the term was 
u~ed in Trinitarial} contexts ·co illustrate (1) the ~eneration of. th? son as 
ei.ernal, (2) the co-eternity of the persons, and (3) consubstantiality. 
3lspicq, II, 7. 
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reasons, the fi::cst sets morphology over usc:ge, the second has some but not 
necessarily conclusive validity, and the third reads t he vie11r of a later 
doginatics into the text. It is not necessary to eliminate either one of 
these aspects of the raeaning of the two worcls in :tavor of the other when 
they are thus used together. Thu::. we concur with 1-lichel's well-worded summary: 
D . . ' ~ ~ ie ~ezeic:hnungen o.:rro..uy(;r: r,-vl$- und X(i..ro..t<f''if tragcn ein 
i:assives und a.'l(t ives i·io~ent in sich: de1~ Aoglanz ~Trw71J,..rr f-"'- .J 
::.st vom Licht abhElngi g. stra.hlt j edoch von sich a.us _,1eiter; der 
A~cir'u.ck Lxo..ro..K -rn{ p 7 frd .rom Wesen her ger.om."'len, gibt aber 
ei.~ selbstandigcs Bild.3 
Therefore we have chosen nradianc'3n as the most suitable English word to 
rende~ this a.~biguous Greek term; its thought is balanced by the clearly 
passive sense o:f "scal-lllprinttt in the second phrase. The two words 
together corrvey t he thought :,both of dependent existence (such as an emanation) 
and of independent existence (such as a separate person). 
The son is t hus described i i1. -:relationship to the $:f"'- and the irr,/r'f'Arc5 
of God. s-1,,_ is the counterpart_ of ,'i:J.~, the form of the appearance of 
God in the theophar.y, Ex. 24:16. It designates the numinous presence of 
God through the extension of that essential_ part of him, his i; .:' f-... 
Fire and lightning are connected with 
1
its manifestation in the Old Testament.33 
The Greek word i:7~ · is likewi::.e origi."'lally connected to the brightness of 
light; thus t-vro.u1"10.o-,VJt>- is properly associated with it as with a light-term. 
In the New Testam~nt S'o)o- comes to denote t he "glory, majesty, sublimity" 
of God as it is manifested to men.34 While the meaning of ~a-is determined 
32p. 39. 
33.Ex. 24:17; 19:18-19; Ps. 97:1-6. 
· 34cr. John 1:14; 2:11; Rom. 1:23; Spicq, II, 7; BAG, .s'o'?.a., 1, a, 2.•Y· 
It has a similar broadened meaning in Wis . Sol. ?:ll and in Philo: Spec. I, 45. 
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by the Old Testament usage, trrcf o-ro..r,S is comparatively rarer in the Jewish 
relieious l~terature, although it is used in the Septuagint,35 Wisdom of 
Solomon, 36 and Philo _37 It denotes "substantial nature, essence, actual 
being. 038 Thus the two wads here used together convey the thought that 
the son is ·a projection and a copy of the true, brilliantly majestic, and 
powerful essence of the living and active God. 
These t,·to phrases make no explicit assertion of' agency in creation. 
Th ~ ' ' ' e uerms used, especially the less common ones: #-TtAu-fQ..a""fAJA-, to.ro..t<'f',,f, 
( ,.. 
and lftroo-'i'o..cr,~, occur in later Hellenistic Jewish wisdom writings in con-
nection with the figure <.rOtf/<-~- >..:7•.f , of which the same writings also 
assert that it is the agent or instrument of creation. Clearly these 
epithets were attributed to Jesus Christ by the same· rational~ and for the 
same purpose that the agency of creation was attributed to him. These 
phrases assert an eternal39 relati~nship of the s·on to God modeled on the 
description of the relationship of O'"of<~.\ ~-s to God ~.,_ Alexa..'1.drian 
Judaism. 40 We have seen the great significance of this description of the 
35Ps. 38:6 (RSV 39:5). 
36ot God, 16:21. 
37Aet. 88, 92. 
38B.AG irrC::o--ro... rrt.. s- s. v; where a translation of the phrase is offered: 
"a(n exact) representati~n -of his (God's) real being." 
39The pres. participle l.J.,, denoting a permanent relationship, exclu~es 
any adoptionistic theory that these relationships are dependent on an acu 
of God in the enthronement, Spicq, II, 9; cf. Michel, P• 40. 
· 40Therefore these words are also properly considered analogous to the 
description of Christ as the z,KC.:~ of God, Col. 1:15; 2 Cor. 4:4. Cf. F. F. 
Bruce, The b istle to the Hebrews, The New Internat'ional. c~r:imentary QI! ~ , 
new Testament Grand Rapids, Mich.: \wn. B. Eerdmans PublisnJ..ng Co., 1964,, P• 0 • 
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t.gent of creation in Philo 's cosmological system. There is not sufficient 
evidence to assert th~t here this same cosmology has been transferred to 
Christ, but neither is there any reason to deny it. 
Having 
described the relationship of the son to the Father, our author or this 
hymn follows with a clause describing the relationship of the son to ,.;_ ~e:....,"' ... , 
the universe. The clauses are connacted by a single Th , 42 indicating a 
I.rather c~se connection and relationship.1143 £1?fr""'"' 1'~ rn:t."1'~ is sub-
ject to illumination from a number of points of view. It may be taken as 
an expression of the cont inuing creative activity \·1hich is responsible for 
the order~y conti.i,uance of the universe.44 'Spicq also relates this use of 
q)lfw to a Septuagint usaee in which <fJ[fr..l' corresponds to ? ~ ~, as in 
l-:u.ui. 11: 14: "I am not able to carry all this people alone, the burden is 
. 4lrn this phrase we again have t i-;o variant 1·eadings. For q;[f""'V the 
f::..rst hand of Codex Vaticanus wrote t;o..v"'f~" , clearly an error, as this is 
the only instance of that reading. (Altho~ h, after a second hand had 
corrected the reading by deleting the letters o..v, a third hand, dated in 
t~e 13th cent., reinserted them and added a rebuke: HpJost · ignorant and 
:.._-n.cked ma.""l, leave the original (reading) alone; do not che.nga· itt 11 as in 
~ruce, p. 1.) Spicq, . II, 10, suggests that the varia.it may" have or~ginated 
in an attempt to oppose the. J ewish Torah-mysticism, according to which ?-11 things were revealed in t he preexistent Torah. Secondly, papyrus 46, 
t.he Chester Beatty, Codex M (9th cent.), the second hand of minuscle 424, 
and minuscle 1739 (both of which ordinarily follow the reading of the H-
group) all omit ~i1' o ~ • The text is, however, authentic, cf. Hichel, p. 40, 
11. 3. 
42In classical Greek almost exclusiYely in poetry, but found elsewhere in 
the New Testament, especially in connecting clauses. BAG, Ti , ~·Y.· 
43BDF, par. 443 (3), where nand likewise" is offered as a rendering. 
44rhus, apparently, BAG, f t'ru, 1, b, ~·Y.•: "who bears the universe 
by his mighty word. n 
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too heavy for me. u45 Add to this the occurrence also cited by Spicq:46 
,0, ' ,. 
'"f" (r,(\.,I n,,I TrO).(.\/ I 8Ji.d We have the idea Of BOVernment includ~_d!_ giving 
the_ word a sense of bearing the governmental responsibility. A parallel 
idea. is also expressed by Philo in his application of the word 1<u~i,r"{r..,s 
to the ~C:7'0.S .47 
But Philo also employs cff.f"" in the sense of "to produce, to bring into 
existence.u48 If this is the sense here, the clause is an assertion of 
agency in the actual creation and would ref er r+--rc.. directly to the 
creative :imperative utterances of Gen. l. 49 Thus we are not to understand 
in f{ecuv merely a static ''bearing" or "supporting," but a continual 
activity by which Christ is carefully governing and directing the world in 
a movement progressing to an appointed end. 50 
T ., < , ,... r ~ ~ , "' he son does this 1'"[ r;ra.1'c. r,r o~,,--~,"4>J A,u1'o,.>, an in.strwnental 
dative construction. The genitive51 reflects the Hebrew us~ge of placing 
an attributive in a construct state with the noun rather than using an 
adjective. , " (This also explains the unusual position of A.u1' o".) Thus the 
· 45cf. Deut. 1:9; Spicq, II, 9, where he suggests the translation: ''porter 
la ~harge," and Michel, pp. 40-41, who reports Luther's reference to this as 
a picture of Fttrsorge. 
46II, 9, from Plutarch, Lucullus 6. 
47~. 36. 
4,8~ 36; Mut. 256. 
49cf. Moffatt, pp. 7-8, where this meaning is suggested as a good possibility. 
50
cf. Spicq, II~ 9-10. 
. 5lof quality, BDF, par. 165, for which there are sparse classical parallels 
in poetry only but which is common in Hebrews, cf. 3:12; 4:2, 16; 5:7; 9:5; 
12:15 •. 
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phrase can be rightly translated: "~ his powerful word." ;,,_-.,or course, 
denotes the spoken word or utterance, "co11111land(ment), order, direction. 1152 
Its use here echoes the divine spoken fiats of the creation account in Gen. l; 
thus Hebrews asserts that it is by a similar power-projecting command that 
the son, involved in the initial creation of all ns the agent, continues 
his control over the created universe. The same term is used in Heb. 11:3: 
"By faith we understand that the world was created (>1/N-.r, 9£.o':, . " 
Contrasting these two passages with the use of >.:10S in Heb. 2:12; 4:12, 
Spicq concludes that r,r-... in Hebrews is the word of creation, while "',;.,.$ 
is the word of revelation.53 This tenuous suggestion is contradicted by 
Michel's interpretat~n of 1:3.54 He understands r,,-..,-. as the cosmically 
significant, spirit-effected revelatory word of Christ (Heb. 2:3) and, 
secondly of the prophetic and apostolic witness (implicit in Heb .• . 10:5-7; 
that is, their words were the words of Christ). This understanding is 
gained by viewing the passage against t~e b~ckground of later Jewish Torah-
speculation as found especially in the apocalyptic writings (influenced by 
Hellenistic religions); in these apocalyptic writings there is a cosmic · 
secret which keeps the world from dissolving into nonexistence.55 Then this 
verse asserts that the revelation given in Christ is the key to the continued 
existence of the world. Such an interpretation appears to stretch the phrase 
52 Ar• ~" 
Bn..r, r,r ... , ~·~· 
53rr, 10. 
54i>p. 41-42. 
55c.r. Enoch 69:14-25; Michel, p. 41, n. 2; Ernst Kltsemann, Das ~dernde 
Gottesvolk, Forschungen zur Religion~ Ll.teratur des Al.ten und ~ 
Testaments, Neue Folge XXXVII (G8ttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1939), P• 63. 
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to include connotations unnecessary in the context and employs documents 
later than the text to help illuminate the supposed antithesis against 
which it was directed. It is more· natural to consider f1f' .. as the spoken 
conmand~ of the son, a.,alogous to the creative. fiats of Gen. 1, by which 
he, as agent of creation, continues to direct and govern the universe. 
Elsewhere in Hebrews the author refers to Christ in ways which may 
show that he considers Christ to have been involved in creation. Heb. 1:6 
applies the word rrtw1'1'r-•t<.o'i to the son. While this is cert~y a 
word of wide Biblical usage (which often has no temporal. connotation but 
means first . in preeminence or the chosen one), it is a fact that trolJ~-
')..;10.I . , as the eldest of .the works of God, generated first and the gener-
ating agent of all, is called the first-born.56 
Secondly, in the series of quotations which describe that firstborn 
son, verses 26-28 of Ps. 102 are applied to him: 
Thou, lord, didst found the earth in the beginning, and the 
heavens a.re the work of thy hands; they will perish, but thou 
remainest; they will all grow old like a garment •••• 57 
Thirdly, in Heb. 3:3-6 the superiority of Christ over Moses is argued 
~n .the basis of their different relationships to God the creator, the one as 
a servant, the other as a son: "Yet Jesus ha~ been counted worthy of ~ 
much more glory than Moses as the builder of a house has more honour than 
the house.n58 Christ, the son, the mediator superior to Moses, the servant, 
56conr. 146; Agr. 51 (Tff""-r~1•v•S) • . 
57Heb. 1:10-11. These verses did not apply to the son or the Messiah in 
the Old Testament, but because of the appeara.,ce of the word 1<.:'r'•7 the author 
of Hebrews feels he can bring them forth as referring to Jesus Christ. uip.ess 
~therwise noted, all Scriptural translations are from The Holy Bible, Revised 
Standard Version (New York: Thomas Nelson & Sons, 1956, 1952, 1957). 
58Heb. 3 :3. While the next verse refers to the creation of all, verse 6b 
may indicate that the ''house" which is meant here is not the world but the 
people of God. 
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has been counted worthy of More glory than ~'oses because a builder of a 
house has more honour than the house. 
Fourthly, Hebrews 11:3 may be understood as referring to a personal 
agent of creation: 
•" \'ihjJ_e it is improbable that Christ is here referred 
to, 59 it is not an iinpossibility.60 
Lastly, Heb. 4:12-.13 reproduces an apparently poetic description of · 
the h;j•"> and employs words and phrases parallel to those of Philo ts 
).;yos ,;,. ~ t ~ 5 . 61 But 4:12-13 is neither expli?itly Christological 
nor does it have to do with technically cosmological assertions, although 
there are cosmologi~nl implications. The significance of the \o')'t.S 'i'o:; 
(;),o~ in this passage62 is tnken by most modern commentators t? include 
the totality of the revelation of God: the Old Testament's speaking to 
Israel, the apostolic preaching, and the S~n of God Himself.63 But it is 
by no means impossible that the author of Uebrews, for whom Jesus was the 
son by whom God had spoken to believers, thought very specificalJ.y 
59cr. Yd.chel, p. 251. 
60rhe words ~,/Po.. and ').;1.f· are app~ently L,tercha.ngeable . in 
Hebre,·rs, although ).•i•S appears to have· a mere independent mode of existence 
and {,,...- is more the organ of communication of the divine "{~, KUsem~, 
P• ~2, n. 2; cf. !"d.chel, P• 116. Phi:!-<> also speaks of the l',r' , . ; ~, as a 
mediator of God's action and uses it in a parallel construction with ~070.I, 
~. 8; Fug. 137. 
61cf. Michel, pp. 114-116. 
62Which was taken by both Latin ·and Greek fathers as referring to Christ, 
Spicq, II, 87 • 
. 
63~., II, 88. 
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of Jesus Christ as the one described by these two verses. But the verses, 
while reproducing Philonic tenninology concerning the role of the ~:1-s- . 
in the creation, are here not in a context of creation but one or judgment. 
The hearers are exhorted to hold fast their confidence so as to be able 
to enter the sabbath rest of the people of God. The Old Testament people 
of God did not enter that sabbath rest because of their disobedience, and 
Christie.ns now must beware lest they fall into that same disobedience. 
For the ).,; yoi 'To~ lho:, is the judge of the innermost recesses of man; 
everythi.'"lg is open to him, and it is with him that we have to deal. 
This __ ability of the }.oyo5 to penetrate into the parts of man is best 
explained, however, if that same Ao7of were involved in the process of 
creating man and dividing him into those parts. Then, if by >.:1oJ is 
meant here Chi-ist, a creative function would be implied of hlm in these 
verses. This, however, is all highly conjectural. 
Thus it is especially in Heb. 1 :1-4 that coSIWlogical functions are 
attributed to the son, Jesus Christ. Other passages_ are only possible 
reflections either of elements in the Alexandrian tradition which would be 
in accord with the assertion of the agency of creation to the ~: 70! of 
God or are passages in which the Christological reference is not onlynot 
explicit but is to be seriously questioned. But within 1:1-4, we may 
say, in summary, the as~_ertion of the cosmological activity of the preexistent 
s~n as_the agent of creation and as the principle of preservation is clearly 
made, and is made in terms reflecting the Alexandrian tradition of Jewish 
wisdom and philosophy. 
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Soteriological Assertions 
As in Alexandrian Judaism so also in Hebrews the agent of creation is 
preached as the mediator of God's salvation: 
[Jesus, the sonJ be:y18 made per.feet he became the source of 
eternal salvation ( Cl.'c.'1'c.~ ,.,.,.,.,,f,-.f a'c.~"t•u ) to all 
who obey him, being d~signated by God a high priest after the 
order of Melchizedek.04 
It_is, specii'ically, by virtue of his having been designated as high priest 
that he is the cause of salvation. Let us look JIX)re closezy at this high 
priesthood of Christ in Hebrews. 
Jesus is the high priest who is able to save by his intercession in 
the true heavenzy sanctuary. Thus Hebrews says of him: 1'Consequentzy he 
is able to save those who draw near to God through him, since he always 
lives_to make intercession f?.r them, 1195 and: 1'For Christ has entered, not 
into a sanctuary made with hands, a copy of the true one, but into heaven 
its~lf, now to appe8:1' in the presence of God on our behalf. 066 This pres-
entation of Christ as the high priest before God is, as we have seen, 
paralleled by Philo 's presentation of the Ao)'c'J-high priest. But the 
}:-:1•$ -high priest of Philo held that .function by virtue of his position 
as the cosmic mediator between God and his creation.67 The assertion of 
Christ's high priesthood is made on a different basis, tne ,like of which 
is not to be found in Alexandrian Judaism. 
64J.reb. 5:9-10. 
65ueb. 7:25; cf. 6:19-20. 
66 Heb. 9:24; cf. 4:14. 
67cr. !E:&· 102; ~. 52; Som. I, 21.5; ~ 20.5. 
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Christ is the high priest in the heavenly sanctuary by virtue of his 
appointment and exaltation. Heb. 8:1-2 makes this clear: 
Now the point in what we are saying is thfa: we have such a 
high priest, one who is seated at the right hand of the throne 
of the Eajesty in heaven, a minister in the sanctuary and the 
true ten~ which is set up not by man but by the· Iorq.. 
Hebrews also emphasizes that Christ was appointed as high priest, quoting 
Ps. 95:11, which ho.s entlronement overtones: 
And one does not take the honor upon hjJnself, but he is called 
by God, just as Aaron was. 
So also Christ did not exalt himself to be made a high priest, 
but was appoint ed by h:iJn who6said . to him, 
11Thou art my Son, 
today I have begotten thee. 11 8 
And within Heb. 1:1-4 there is this same theme: ''whom he has appointed 
heir of all t hings. 
high. 11 
• • • he sat down at the right hand of the Majesty on 
And this exaltation has come, Hebrews asserts, only after Jesus was 
ma.de perfect through suffering during the days .of his flesh: 
In the days of his flesh •••• Although he was a Son, he 
learned obedience through what he suffered; and being made 
perfect he became the source of eternal salvation to all who 
obey him, being desig~ated by ~od a high priest after the 
order of Melchizedek.69 
!o become the exalted intercessor, ;i.t was necessary that he became incarnate 
and share the life of his brothers: 
Since therefore ·the children share in flesh and blood, he 
himself lil<ewise partook of the same nature, that through 
death he might destroy him who has the power of death, 
that is the devil, and deliver all those who through fear 
68Heb. 5:4-5; cf. 1:13; 7:26. 
69Heb. 5:7-10; cf. 7:28. 
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of death were aubject to lifelong bondage. • • • There-
fore he had to be made like his brethren in every respect, 
so that he might become a merciful and faithful high 
priest in t he service of God, to make expiation for- the 
sins of the people. For· because he himself has suffered 70 
and been tempted, he is able to help those who are te.,ipted. 
Therefore he became incarnate, living a life and being subject to death: 
But we see Jesus, who for a little while was made lower . than 
the angels, crowned with glory .and honor because of the suf-
fering of death, so _ _that by the grace of God he might taste 
death for everyone.'ll 
He is made perfect through suffering, qualifying as our high priest in 
being tempted as we but not sinn:ipg.72 
Made perfect in obedience in his earthly life, he is now exalted to 
make intercession for us--and that intercession is made on the basis of his 
own spotless self-sacrifice. In his high priesthood it is his own blood 
which secures the eternal redemption: 
He entered once for all into the Hol.y Place, taking not the 
blood of goats and calves but his own blood, thus . securing an 
eternal redemption. • • • how much r,l:>re shall the blood of 
Christ, who through the eternal Spirit offered himself without 
blemish to God, purif;y your conscience from dead works to 
serve the living God. '/3 
and ends sin: 
But as it is he has appeared once for all at .the end of 
the age to p~t away sin by the sac~ifice of. himself• 74 
It is his death which ratifies the eternal covenant of which he is the 
70Heb. 2:14-15,17-18. 
7lHeb. 2:9. 
Z2Heb. 4:15; cf. 12:J. 
73Heb. 9:12, 14. 
74Heb. 9:26. 
------.--- -
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mediator.75 And "without the shedding of blood there is no forgiveness of 
sins.n76 This .sacrifice sanctifies us 77 and gives us confidence to approach . 
God.78 And it is this death which is the reason for his being exalted: 
"But when Christ had offered for all time a single sacrifice for sins, he 
sat down at the right hancl of God. n79 
Thus there are four interrelated points in the presentation of Jesus 
as the savior in Hebrews: he is the high priest for us in heaven; he is 
that because he has been a~pointed high priest by God and exalted to that 
office; he has qualified as high priest for men by becoming a man nnd being 
made p~rfect in his life of obedience through suffering; and that obedience 
culminated in his sacrificial death, which is the basis of his heavenly 
intercession. There are three verses in which this entire scheme is reflected: 
For it was fitting that we should have such a high priest, 
holy, blameless, unstained, separated from sinners, exalted 
above the heavens. He has ?Xl · need, like those high priests, 
to offer sacrifices daily, first for his own sins and then 
for those of the people; he did this once for all when he 
offered up himself. Indeed, the law appoints men in their 
weakness as high priests, but the word of t.h-e oath,~ wnien., 
crune later than the law, appoints a Son who has .been made 
perfect for ever.BO 
The involvement in historical events of the mediator of salvation ·is 
also made clear in the opening sentence, in elements found there which are 
75Heb. 9:15; 13:12. 
76Heb. 9:22b. 
77Heb. 10:10. 
·78Heb. 10:19. 
79Heb. 10:12; cf. 2:9. 
SOHeb. 7:26-28. 
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not found ps.ralleled in Alexandrian Judaism. There it eay:3 of the son, 
'·'· , · , /l ' ... ' " ' > 'n I : •;:,.., • . t : Jb : "KA vo.r<r~o.,, 7'tuV' ~o.,'l'C.W"' rro,..,,-...~,,,,.$ ,,c-.vcra.v &1' 
-r::~ \ , I C '°' 
·· r f"'"l°'"wru"'"'t1 '" ut'"ll°"·" Here there is a change in tense from the pre-
c'eding _: predications about the preexistent Christ. In the aorist it says: 
mfnen he had made purification for sins, he sat down. • • • " We are not 
wrong in claiming to find here reference to the historical aspect of the 
work of the high priest, Jesus Christ. 
Thus while in Hebrews the same figure, Jesus, the son of God, who is 
preexistent, is asserted to be both the agent of creation and the mediator 
of salvation, it is made unquestionably clear that the salvation he mediates 
is possible only because of his invoivement in a historical life and death. 
The one who had appeared in history is described not only as presently 
enthroned at the right hand of God, but also as the preexistent agent 
in creation. Early Hellenistic Jewish Christian congregations had expressed 
their understanding of the Gospel of Jesus Christ partly in terms of theil." 
mm religious background. Jesus, not ~ - - >.:1•~, was the agent of 
creation and the mediator of salvation. In preserving this assertion 
Hebrews reflects what must have been a pol:,emical point and an apologetic 
. . 
device in the earliest contacts between the Gospel of ~esus Christ and 
, 
Alexandrian Judaism. Yet Hebrews does not merely replace the Obif,.._ 
>,.t!1oJ figure with Jesus. Hebrews stands in the tradition of C_hristian 
preaching which emphasized the life, death, and exaltation of Jesus as 
the basis of salvation. This is the emphasis of Hebrews against :the 
creation-based sot.eriology of .Alexandrian Judaism. 
Thus we can see in Heb. l:l-4 and throughout the Epistle elements which 
dr · Judaism and elements which are not reflect the thought world of Alexan ian 
- -- - --· -
·- ---
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paralleled in Alexandrian Judaism. It is JlX>St plausible that the intended 
readers of Hebrews, as well as its author, st.ood in the tradition of 
Alexandrian Judaism. To these readers Hebrews brings a message of exhortation. 
The exhortation is based on an argument of the superiority of Jesus Christ. 
One of the main points of the argument is Jesus' involvement in historical 
life and death. It is certainly not jmpossible that this doctrinal point 
was directed agaiJ1st a misW1derstanding of Christ among the readers in 
which the noetic and heavenly figure of o-a,f~-~,.S was simply replaced 
by another noetic and heavenly figure, Jesus. If it is correct to consider 
this Christological issue as part of .the background of Hebrews, then one 
of the author's purposes in writing was to demonstrate how the Alexandrian-
Jewish Christian Christology must be combined with the primitive Christian 
tradition concerning the life and death of Jesus. Then Hebrews would be 
not only a sermon of exhortation, but also an important document in the 
development of the Church's Christology. For Hebrews effects a combination 
of the early church's teaching with the ·thought world of Alexandrian 
Judaism--and does so in such a way as to preserve the basic thrust of the 
Gospel, the historical-eschatal.ogical. event in Jesus Christ. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION 
We have now set side by side the teachings concerning the agent of 
creation and the mediator of salvation in the writings of two authors which 
rre h~ve shorm to be worthy of comparison: Hebrews and the writings of 
Alexandrian Judaism. What are we able to gain towards a better understand-
ing of Hebrews by seeing it in this context? In a detailed discussion of 
the mediators between God and the world in the writings of Alexandrian 
Judaism wo have seen the centrnlity of the 6"•f<; - )..,{(~ figure and of the 
$uv4u1..~S' of God and the world o~ ideas so closely asso.ciated with the 
">..ttof. The world came into being and exists through these intermediaries. 
Likewise m~.n is related to God only through these same intermediaries, whether · 
in his knowledge that God exists, in his finding the true joy born of virtue, 
in his inward spiritual. worship, or in his app~ach to a mystical. experience 
of God. We observed that the mediators in these various descriptions of 
ma.n's religious relationship to God were the same figures which mediate 
the creative and ruling activity of God in the world. The guides to sal-
vation were precisely the same as the principles of existence. \·le found 
nothing in Philo that prohibited our concluding that his soteriology is 
cosmologice.J.?,.y grounded, ..!~· that it is because they are the principles of 
existence that these mediating figures can lead man to his proper relation-
ship to ~God. 
Turning to Hebrews, a document ·which we have demonstrated to have many 
affinities to Alexandrian Judaism and which we have concluded is properly 
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understood as representing the traditions of early Christian congregations 
which stood in the tradition of Alexandrian Judaism, we found a basic 
point of similarity and a basic point of difference. Hebrews also identi-
fies the same figure as the agent of creation and the mediator of salvation. 
And Hebrews presents that mediator, Jesus Christ, in much the same terms 
that Alexandrian Judaism presents the u-ofC:..- Ao yo1 figure. Hebrews uses 
the phraseology of Alexandrian Judaism to describe Christ as the agent of 
creati~m and uses the figure of the cosmic high priest in the heavenly 
sanctuary to present Christ as the mediator of the new covenant between 
God and man. But at this point we found a difference. Whereas in Philo 
we found nothing to prohibit the conclusion that it is by virtue of the 
tnt,f {o.. - Ar:.,.S figure's being the agent of creation that it is able to 
lead men to salvation, in Hebrews the cosmic high priesthood of Christ is 
based vat on the fact of his agency in creation but on his incarnation, 
his perfect life, his spotless sacrifice for the sins of all in his death, 
and his appointment and exaltation by God. The one of whom it is also 
asserted that he was the agent in creation became incarnate, lived and 
died in history, was exalted and therefore makes intercession and saves 
those who are obedient to him and who cling to him. It is the fact of 
the savior's involvement in history which is the unique emphasis of 
Hebrews when viewed in the context of Alexandrian Judaism.1 
vie might point out here that this major emphasis on the incarnate one 
1Cf. C. K. Barrett, "The Eschatology of the Epistle to the Hebrews," 
The !.3.~.2Jmround of the New Testament and Its Eschatology, edited by W. D: 
Davies and D. Daube in Honor of Charles Harold Dodd (Cambridge: University 
Press, 1965), p. 388. 
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who ~ied on the cross also occurs in two other significant passages in the 
New Testament in which Christ, again ai'ter the pattern of a 
Christology, is ns;ned as the agent of creation. Thus John 1 :J asserts of 
the AC:-yos 
all things were made through him, and without him was not anything 
made that was made. 
And yet the same Gospel clearly asserts: "And the Word became flesh and 
dwelt among us," John 1:14. Likewise Col. 1:16-17: 
for in h:iin all things were created • • • all things were 
created through h:im and for him. He is before all things, 
and in him all things hold together, 
is ~ollowed by Col. 1:19-20: 
For in h:im all the fullness of God was pleased to dwell, and 
throu~h him to reconcile to h:i.mself all things, whether on 
earth or in heaven, making peace by the blood of his cross. 
A study such as the one we have just completed prorupts other questions 
with regard both to the New Testament and the literature of its environment. 
One might investigate the relationship of the traditions concerning the 
agent of creation in these three passages: Heb. 1:1-4; John 1:1-3; and 
Col. 1:15-20. The presentation of Christ as the high priest in Hebrews 
leads to the question of other possible backgrounds for this, such as the 
Palestinian Jewish hope for a priest-Messiah. Another possibility would 
be to concentrate upon another point for a comparison and contrast between 
. ... 
Hebrews and Alexandrian Judaism, such as -,rrt.u~.. or the sabb~th rest. 
A complete and detailed study of the history of the interpretation of the 
figure of Melchizedek, extending into the church fathers, would be another 
related study. Such studies would not be mere academic excursions into for-
gotten writings but could be, as we hope this .study has been, of benefit to 
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the church by eliminating misunderstandings and by defining m:>re precisely 
· the unique force of that Christian message which lives in the documents 
of the New Testament. 
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